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SUMMARY 

Modern c?ntrol techniques have been applied to a distillation column. Three 
c<;mtrol techn:qu~s were selected for evaluation. These are; a decoupling and 
d1sturban~e reJect1on control scheme; an estimator aided control techniques using a 
Kalman filter; and an implicit generalised minimum variance self tuning control. A 10 
tray pilot scale binary distillation column, interfaced with a microcomputer, was used 
for investigation of the process control techniques. A non-linear model of the column 
was developed. The reliability of this model was demonstrated. The model was 
therefore used for the design, analysis and screening of control systems for the pilot 
plant distillation column. 

The results of extensive simulations on linearised state variable models of the 
column simulator demonstrate that the decoupling and disturbance rejection controller 
works in the presence of load disturbances and setpoint changes. The proper choice 
of the values of a diagonal matrix in the precompensator of the controller required for 
accurate setpoint tracking has also been shown. By analogy with PI control, integral 
and derivative modes have been introduced into the controller to equip it with the 
ability to remove offsets. Simulation results demonstrate that the sensitivity of the 
controller to non-linear effects makes the controller inoperable on the column 
simulator, as well as on the pilot plant. Therefore, the use of an adaptive form of the 
controller is necessary to compensate for the non-linear effects and other model errors 
for on-line application to be practical on the pilot plant. 

On-line implementation of the Kalman filter algorithm using a linear state variable 
model of the column simulator as the filter model, was not possible because of the 
large memory requirement of the software, long execution time and the inability to 
produce satisfactory estimates of all the tray compositions. 

Simulated and experimental studies for both single temperature control and dual 
temperature control of the distillation column: d_emc:mstrated that self tuning control 
can provide tighter control of the p_rodu~t~ of dist11lat1~m columns than PI control. 

An algorithm, called the Simplified Correct10n (SPC) method, has been 
implemented to prevent the parameters of a self tuni~g controll~r _from reac~ing 
unsatisfactory values when the close~ lo?p _systerl? is not suff1c1ently exc1ted. 
Simulations show that the SPC can provide s1gmficant improvements even when only 
a subset of the controller parameters are prevented from attaining bad values. 

The findings in this work verify the degrading effects that model errors have on 
controller performance. Areas for future work have be~n su_ggested in the case of the 
on-line implementation of the control schemes selected m this work. 

Key Words: Self tuning control, Decoupling a1_1d Dis_tu:ba~ce Rejection contro1, 
Parameter Correction, Simplified parameter Correction, D1st1llat1on Column. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

The design of self tuning controllers for the distillation column 

8.1 Design of the controllers 

In this work implicit single input single output (SISO) and multiple input multiple 

output (MIMO) self tuning controllers based on the design of Clarke and Gawthrop 

(157) (see section 2.9.4) have been developed for the distillation column. This 

chapter gives the details of these self tuning controller designs as well as a description 

of the computer programs written for their implementation by simulation and real-time 

application. 

The distillation column is represented as a process with two inputs and two 

outputs as shown in Figure 8.1 below. 

Lr ---~➔~ Gil ,01~ -~►•+~c~D~+--~-
, 

Qrb 

G (s) ..._+ /'I"\ 
Qrb ..._ ....._ 

~ 22 \.. l/ 
j + 

Lr ..... G21 
(s) 

Figure 8.1 Block diagram representation of the distillation column. 
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The input-output relationships, y(s) = G(s)u(s), representing this diagram are 

T 1 (s) = G 11 (s)Lr(s) + G 12(s)Qrb(s) 8.1 a 

8. lb 

indicating that a change in either input Lr or Qrb will affect both T 
1 

and T 
10

. The 

Gij 's are first order transfer functions relating the two outputs and the two inputs. 

Thus, YT = (T 1, T 10) and u T = (Lr, Qrb). 

8.1.l Model structure for SISO case 

As mentioned in Chapter 2 Section 2.9.2, for a SISO case, the system is modelled 

by the linear discrete time equation 

8.2 

where A, B and Care polynomials in z domain, 

A(z-1)-1+ -1+, -2+ + -n . - a1 z a2z ..... anz 

B (z- 1) = bo +b1 z-l + ..... +bmz-m 

[( -1) -1 + -1 + -2 + + -n z - c1 z c2z ..... cnz 

Here, the k is an integer representing the process time delay in terms of the 

number of sampling intervals, ~(t) is the random disturbance inputs such as noise and 

measurement errors, d(t) is the constant offset term to account for unmeasured load 

disturbances, inaccurate initial values and noise with a non-zero mean. The n and m 

are positive integers representing the orders of the A and B polynomials, respectively. 

The assumptions made in the controller design are, n = 1, m = 0 k = 1 and C(z-1) 

= 1. The SISO model then becomes 

y(t) = -a1y(t - 1) + b0u(t - 1) + ~(t) + d(t) 8.3 

8.1.2 Model structure for MIMO case 

In this work a 2 input 2 output MIMO system was considered 

fl(z-l) y (t) = z-k B (z-1) u (t) + C (z-l) ~ (t) + d(t) 

8.4a 
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The u, y, d, and I; are all vectors; y(t) = (y 1(t),y2(t))T, u(t) = (u 1(t),u 2(t))T, l;(t) 

= Cs1Ct), S2(t))T, d(t) = (d 1(t),d2(t))T. The P-canonical form was considered in 

this work so that the R is diagonal. As discussed in Section 2.9.12, using the P -

canonical form allows the MIMO system to be formulated as multiple input single 

output (MISO) sub-systems so that each sub-system can be treated independently. 

Thus 

kii is the delay between Yi and ui and kij is the delay between Yi to Uf it is assumed 

that ½j > kii > 1. Equation 8.4 is decomposed into 2 MISO subsystems, described by 

Riyi(t) = Biiu/t-kii) + Biju/t-kij) + Ci/;/t) + djCt) 8.4b 

Similar to the SISO case, deg (R) = 1, deg (B) = 0 and C (z-
1
) = I in the the design of 

the MIMO STC's. Three cases were considered as examples. The first was where the 

time delays between the inputs u and each output in y are the same. For the 

assumption of unity delay between each input and output pair, the delay matrix Dk is 

Dk= [~ ~ 
8.5 

The second example is when the time delays are different, but the delays on the 

diagonal on each row of Dk are the smallest. For example, 

Dk=[~ D 8.6 

This means that the delay between output y1 (t) and changes in input u 2(t) and 

between output y
2

(t) and changes in input u1 (t) are 2 sample intervals. 
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In these two cases the effects on each input, u/t), on both outputs are included in 

the model. The third case is where the effects of an input u/t) only affects output 

Y/t), in effects uncoupling the loops. 

The corresponding MIMO system models for the cases discussed above are as 

follows: 

1) For the delay matrix in Equation 8.4 the model is 
11 11 12 

Y1(t)=-a1 Y1(t-l)+bo u 1(t-l)+b0 u 2(t-1)+~ 1(t)+d1(t) 

22 21 22 
Yi(t) = - al Y2 (t - 1) + bo u 1 (t - 1) + bo ui(t - 1) + ~2(t) + d2(t) 

8.7 

This model is a set of MISO sub-systems.This model will be called model MD 1 

2) For the delay matrix in Equation 8.5 the MIMO model is 
11 11 12 

Y1(t)=-a1 Y1(t-l)+bo u1(t-l)+b1 u2(t-2)+~1(t)+d1(t) 

22 21 22 
Y2(t) = - a1 y2 (t - 1) + bl u 1 (t - 2) + bo u2(t - 1) + ~2(t) + d2(t) 

8.8 

This model is also a set of MISO sub-systems and will be called model MD2 

3) For third case where the effects of u 1 on y2 and u2 on y1 are ignored, two 

separate or independent single variable models result. For unity delays between 

each ui and Yi pair, these models are 

11 11 • 
y1(t)=-a1 y1(t-l)+b0 u1(t-1)+~ 1(t)+C11(t) 

22 22 
yz(t) = - a1 y2 (t - 1) + b0 u2(t - 1) + ~2(t) + d 2(t) 

8.9 

This model will be called model MD3. 

8.2 Control law synthesis 

8.2.1 The SISO case 

The design procedure for the SISO self tuning controller used in this work has 

been done in Section 2.9.4.. In summary, the objective function that is minimised the 

given by: _ 2 -1 2 
Ji= ( ( P(z-l) y(t-k)- R(z 

1
) w(t)) + [Q'(z )u(t)] ) 8.10 
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h ()' h -1 -1 -1 w ere w t 1s t e set point and the P (z ), Q' (z ) and R (z ) are user specified 

transfer functions of the form 

P(z-
1
)= PN(z-

1
)/Po(z-I) 8. 11. 

The P(z-
1
), Q'(z-

1
) and R(z- 1) are the controller parameters that are pre-specified to 

give the desired closed loop properties. To recap, the P is the output weighting which 

provides the controller with model following features; the (}' penalises control action 

to reduce excessive control activity; R is the set point filter that has the effect of 

reducing over shoots of the output variables after setpoint changes. The condition 

P(l) = RO) must be satisfied to avoid offsets. 

The self tuning controller is based on an optimal k-step ahead prediction of the 

weighted output P (z- 1)y*(t + k) where k is the process delay. The predictor equation 

has the fom1 

P(z-l) y*(t + k) = F(z- 1)y'(t) + G(z-
1

)u(t) + ~(t) + d 8.12 

where y'(t) = y(t)/P D· The superscript * indicates prediction. The control law that 

minimises Equation 8.10 w.r.t u(t) is 

-1 
P(z ) y*(t + k) - Rw(t) + Qu(t) = 0 8.13 

where Q = O 'Q '(0)/G (0). Substituting Equation 8.12 into Equation 8.13 the 

positional controller equation 

F y'(t) + G u(t) + d - [R w(t) - 0 u(t) ] = 0 

from which the controller output can be calculated as 

u(t) = [G + 0(1 [- F y'(t) + R w(t) - d] 

8.14 

8.15 

As explained in Section 2.9.5 using scalar O (Q = A) in Equation 8.15, introduces 

offset commonly known as lamda offset. If the removal of lamda offset is required, 

Equation 8 .14 becomes 

f y'(t) + G u(t) + d - [R w(t) - 0~1u(t)] = 0 8.16 

and Equation 8.15 becomes 

u(t) = [G + Q(1 [- f y'(t) + R w(t) + Qu(t-1) - d] 8.17 
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The k - incremental version of Clarke et al. (21) was obtained as presented in 

Section 2.9.9 (equations 2.97 - 2.100). The k - incremental predictor model is 
-1 

P(z )1.\y *(t+k) = FL\y'(t) + GL\u(t) 2.98 

which, when re-arranged, gives 
-1 -1 

P(z )y *(t+k) = P(z )y *(t) + FL\y'(t) + G1\u(t) 2.99 

Since the control law is the same as that used by the positional form, the controller 

output is computed as 

~ku(t) = [ G + 0]-1 [-P(z-l)y *(t) - F~k y'(t) + R w(t)] 2.100 

which is 

~ku(t) = [ G + Q]- 1 [-P(z-
1
)y (t) + ep(t)- F~k y'(t) + R w(t)] 

8.18 

I . P( -1 . -1 n practice z )y*(t) 1s replaced by P(z )y(t) and a proxied estimation error to 

enhance accuracy, but simply letting P(z-
1
)y*(t) = P(z-

1
)y(t) is known to yield good 

results (Tham et al. (213)). In this case 

~ku(t) = [ G + QJ-1 [-P(z-l)y (t) - F ~k y'(t) + R w(t)] 8.19 

Note that replacing P(z-1)y*(t) by P(z-
1
)y(t) in Equation 2.99 and expanding gives 

P 
-1 . -1 -1 

(z )y "'(t+k) = P(z )y(t) + Fy'(t) + Gu(t) - P(z )y*(t) 

8.20 

since Py*(t) = Fy'(t-k) + Gu(t-k). Thus, substituting Equation 8.20 into Equation 

8.13 and re-arranging, gives the controller output as 

1 [ 
-1 -1 

u(t) = [ G + OJ- -F(y'(t) + Rw(t) - {P(z )y(t) - P(z )y*(t)}] 

8.21 

The terms within {.} in Equation 8.21 represents the prediction error, ep(t), and 

contains information about bias or disturbance effects affecting the system. The offset 

rejection capabilities of the k - incremental control law can therefore be attributed to 

the fact that the control law is capable of providing an implicit estimate of the bias 

term (or DC levels) (Tham et al. (213)). Shown in the form of Equation 8.21, the k -

incremental control law is equivalent to the positional control law in Equation 8.15 

with the terms in {.} equivalent to the d used to explicitly estimate the DC levels in 
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the positional fom1. The advantage of the k - incremental algorithm over the positional 

form is that data for parameter estimation is naturally conditioned to have zero mean 

due to the differencing operation. 

It is necessary to compute the coefficients of P (z-l) and R (z- 1 ). If a first order 

reference model, P (z- 1 ), and a first order setpoint filter, R (z- 1 ), then 

p (z- 1) = (1 _ p z- 1 )/(1 _ p) 

R(z-l) = 1-r / (1-rz-l) 

8.22a 

8.22b 

The p and r are determined by the time constant of the reference model and the 

setpoint filter, respectively. If the time constant of the reference model is t and the 
P(z) 

time constant of the setpoint filter is t , then 
R(z) 

P = e -({}.T/tp(z)) 

r = e -({}. T/tfl(z)) 

where {}.T is the control interval. 

8.2.2 The MIMO case 

8.23 

8.24 

For each MIMO model, the corresponding self tuning controllers were obtained 

by treating each MISO model, independently. The design procedure for SISO case 

was then followed accordingly. For the MIMO case, the equation corresponding to 

Equation 8.13 is 

P(z-l) = E(z- 1) R(z- 1) + z-k f(z- 1) 8.25 

-1 -1 E -1) . b The the corresponding G (z ), F (z ) and (z are given y 
-1 -1 -1 -1 -(n+k-1) 

G(z )=E(z )B(z )==Go+G1z + .... +Gn+k-lz 
-1 -1 k-1 

E ( z ) = I + E 1 z + ..... E k-1 z 
-1 -1 n-1 

f (z ) == F O + f 1 z + .... f n-1 z 

d == E(l)d. 
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The G i and E i have the form of Bi in Equation 8.3. The f i is a diagonal 

polynomial matrix since the P -canonical form was used. The corresponding 

· h · · p -1 -1 -1 
we1g tmg mat1ces (z ), Q(z ) and R(z ) are diagonal polynomial matrices 

P(z-
1
) = diag(P 1(z-\ P

2
(z- 1)) 8.26 

-1 . 
From here on the z will be dropped from these polynomial matrices for clarity. 

8.2.3 The parameter vectors, the data vectors and the control laws 

From here on the controller designs corresponding to the models will be referred 

to as: 

(i) SV-STC; a single variable self tuning controller based on the SISO model; 

(ii) MDI - STC; a multiple loop controller based on model MD1 

(iii) MD2 - STC; a multiple loop controller based on model MD2 

(iv) MD3 - STC; a multiple loop controller based on model MD3 

Both MDl-STC and MD2-STC have interaction compensation, i.e. decoupling, 

since the effects of u 2 on y 1 and u 1 on y 2 have been incorporated into the model 

assumed in their designs. The MD3-STC does not include interaction compensation; it 

consists of two independent SV-STCs. 

The parameter vectors, the data vectors and the control laws of these controller 

designs are given in the following. The positional forms using the "1 in the data 

-1 . 
vector" method for estimating d, is presented. In all cases O = q =A(l-z ) for srngle 

-1 -1 
loop case and Q = diag(q1, q2) = diag[A2(1-z ), A2(1-z )] 
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1) Single variable, STC , SV ~STC 

The predictor model is 

Py(t) = f()Y 1(t-l) + g0u(t-1) + d 

0 = [f 0, go, d] T 
T 

0 = [y(t-1), u(t-1), 1] 

2) Multiple loop STC~ MDl-STC 

The predictor model is 

8.27 

8.28 

P1Y1(t) = fo 11
Y1(t- 1) + gOll u 1(t - 1) + g0

12
u2(t- l)+ dl 

22 21 . 22 
P2y2(t) = f0 Yz (t - 1) + g0 u 1 (t - 1) + g0 u2(t - 1) + dz 

T 
01 = [y1(t-l), u1(t-l),u2(t-1),l] 

829 

11 11 12 fo Y1(t) + go U1(t) + go uz(t) + d1 - R1w1(t) + q1u1(t) = 0 

22 21 22 f
O 

y
2

(t) + g
O 

u1 (t) + gO u2(t) + d2 - R2w2(t) + q2u2(t) = o 

8.30 

At every interval, the two equations in Equation 8.30 are solved simultaneously 

for u 1(t) and u2(t). This can be done by formulating them in the form Au(t) =band 

solving for u directly. The other approach is to formulate the equations in the form 

f(u(t)) = O and solve for u by the Newton Raphson iterative procedure. This method 

was used in order to introduce generality. The tolerance limit for the iterative 

calculations were specified as 1 x 10-6. Typically, convergence was achieved in less 
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than 6 iterations for both simulation and real-time applications since the equations are 

linear at each interval. 

3) Multiple loop STC, MD2~STC 

The predictor model is 
11 11 12 

P 1y1(t)= fo y1(t-l)+g0 u1(t-l)+g1 u2(t-2)+d1 

22 21 22 
P2y2(t) = fo y2 (t- 1) + g1 u1(t- 2) + g0 u2(t- 1) + d2 

T 02 = [y2(t-l), u 1 (t-2),u 2(t-l),l] 

8.31 

u1(t)= 221 (-follY1(t)-g112u2(t-l)-d1 +R1w1(t)) 
(go + q1) 

u2(t) = 1 
(-fo22y2(t) - gi21 u l (t-1) - d2 + R2w2(t)) 

(go22 + qz ) 

4) Multiple loop STC, MD3sSTC 

The predictor model is 
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01 = [y 1 (t-1), u 1 (t-1 ), 1] T 

02 = [yit-1), u2(t-l),l]T 

1 11 
1q(t)= 22 (-fo Y1(t) -d1 + R

1
w

1
(t)) 

(go + q1) 
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8.2.4 Measurable load disturbances 

In the case where the load disturbances are measurable the SISO system can be 

represented as 

R (z- l) y (t) = z-k B (z- l) u (t) + C (z-1) ~ (t) + d(t) + z-kf vL(t) 

8.35 

where L is the measured disturbance, and v is the disturbance parameter. The 

introduction of feedforward compensation is done in the same manner as the 

interactions between the loops were introduced in the MD 1-STC and MD2-STC 

designs. Assuming kf = 2 then the predictor model becomes 

Py*(t+k) = foy'(t) + g0u(t) + d + z(k-kf)vL(t) 

8.36 

The parameter vector is now 0 = [f0,g0,d, v) and the control law becomes 

u(t) = (-f0ytr) + Rw(t) - d - v L(t-1))/(go+ q) 8.37 

The "one in the data vector" method of estimating the off set level d has been 

assumed in the controller designs presented above. The "proxy of residuals" method 

was also allowed in the control algorithms. This method is given by Equation 2.76 

as: 

mn(t) = mn (t - 1) + mep(t) 8.38 

where m is a scaling factor chosen depending on the speed of adaptation required. 

The mn(t) replaces the 1 in the data vector. The value of m = 0.8 was used in this 

work. Note that the "proxy of residuals" approach is also a method of compensation 

for unmeasured or unmeasurable load disturbances (Morris et al. (86)). 

8.2.5 Parameter estimation 

The recursive least squares (RLS) scheme was employed to estimate the control 

parameters The scheme is given in Section 2.9.4 as follows: 

Step 1 0(t) = 0(t - 1) + K(t) [y(t) - 0T(t - k) 0(t - 1)] 

= 0 (t - 1) + K(t) ep(t) 8.39 
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Step 2 

Step 3 

K(t) = PP(t - 1)0(t - k)/[l + 0(t - k)T PP (t - 1)0(t - k)] 

8.40 

PP(t) = [I - K(t)0(t - k)] PP (t - 1)/u(t) 8.41 

where ep(t) is the prediction error, 0, is the parameter vector, 0(t - k) is the data 

vector, K(t) is the estimator gain, PP(t) is the covariance mauix,u(t) is the forgetting 

factor at time t and superscript T denotes transposition. The computation of PP(t) 

using Equation 8.41 led to instability in the estimator due to computer roundoff 

errors. Instability occurred after less than 150 repeats of Steps 1 to 3 on the 

System96. There is no provision for extra precision. The square root filter (SQRTF) 

algorithm was therefore used to update PP(t) since it is better conditioned 

numerically. The SQRTF algorithm, as presented in Kiovo (70), is given in Appendix 

AS.1. 

8.2.6 Variable Forgetting Factors 

In order to ensure that the parameter estimation scheme retains sensitivity, a 

forgetting factor u < 1 is inroduced into the estimation scheme as shown in Equation 

8.40. As discussed in Section 2.9.6, a constant forgetting factor can cause estimator 

windup when the closed loop system is at near steady state conditions for long 

periods such that input changes in to the system are small. Estimator windup occurs 

because the covariance matrix, PP(t), would grow exponentially and become very 

large values as it is continually dividedftd by u which is less than 1. The most 

promising approach to reducing the risk of estimator wind-up is to introduce variable 

forgetting factor. 

Three variable forgetting factor updating algorithms were incorporated into the 

STC controller designs considered in this work. In general, each variable forgetting 

factor algorithm reduces u(t) when the prediction error increases. This has the effect 

of increasing the size of the covariance matrix and hence increases the speed of the 

adaptation. The forgetting factor converges to unity as prediction error becomes 

smaller. The algorithms are given in the following. 
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(A) Algorithm of Fortescue et al. (34) 

The variable forgetting algorithm proposed by Fortescue et al (34) is a recursive 

algorithm that is based on the approach of defining a measure for the information 

content in the estimator. At each estimator cycle (Steps 1 to 3 above), the forgetting 

factor u(t) is then chosen to keep this measure constant. The recursive forgetting 

algorithm is given as 

L(t) = u(t)L(t-1)+ [1- 0(t -k-l)T K(t)]ep(t)2 8.42 

Here, the L(t) is a measure of information content in the estimator. The strategy for 

choosing a forgetting factor, u(t), is defined by keeping L(t) constant such that 

L( t) = L( t - 1) = . . . = LO 

The equation is given as 
1 

u(t) = 1 - N(t) 

N(t) = Lo/[1-0(t -k-l)T K(t)] ep(t)2 

8.43 

8.44 

8.45 

where N(t) is the asymptotic memory length at time t. A memory length N implies 

that the information content in the estimator dies away with a time constant of N 

sampling intervals. Fortescue et al. gave a guideline on how to choose w. This is to 

choose LO as 

LO = CJo2 No 8.46 

where cr0
2 is the expected measurement noise variance and No is the nominal 

asymptotic memory length. The algorithm will be referred to as VFFl in this thesis. 

(B) Algorithm of Ydstie et al. 046) 

Y dstie et al. (146) presented another version of the Fortescue et al. updating 

formula given above. The formula is claimed to be better and is given as: 

u(t) =No/ [No+ ep(t)2{ 1 + 0(t -k) TPP(t)0(t - k) }-l] 8.47 

where No is still the nominal aymptotic memory length and u(t) is chosen to keep No 

constant. According to Seborg et al. (140), typical values of No are from 10 to 10
4

. 

This algorithm is sensitive to the choice of No. This algorithm will be referred to as 

VFF2 in this thesis. 
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The No (or I:o) controls the speed of adaptation. A small No (or I:o) will give a 

large covarianve matrix which will result in rapid adaptation and a sensitive estimator. 

If it is chosen too small, it may lead to blowing up of the covariance matrix and 

corresponding unstable control. A large No (or I:o) will result in a less sensitive 

estimator and slower adaptation. Fortescue et al. (34) have used the algorithm 

successfully and they showed that the algorithm was sensitive to the choice of w. 

(C) Modified fonn of the Algorithm of Y dstie et al. (146). 

Another version of the above algorithm is also available and is presented in Y dstie 

(151 ). It is given as: 

u(t) = Tr (PP(t))/[ Tr (PP(t)) + ep(t)2 { r+ 0(t -k)T PP(t)0(t - k) }-l] 

8.48 

where Tr (PP(t)) is the trace of PP(t) and r is a value that is chosen by the user. In 

this work, r = 1 was used. The formula is the same as Equation 8.47 except that 

Tr(PP(t)) replaces the No in Equation 8.47. As is claimed in Ydstie (151), the 

Tr(PP(t)) will be prevented from becoming too large since u(t) will tend to 1 as 

Tr(PP(t)) tends to infinity; and the Tr(PP(t)) will be prevented from vanishing to zero 

since u(t) will tend to zero as Tr(PP(t)) tends to zero. This algorithm will be referred 

to as VFF3 in this thesis. 

8.3 Introducing parameter correction into the self tuning algorithm 

In the absence of persistent excitation the parameter estimates may converge to 

values far from their true values and this may cause problems of stability and 

robustness. Assuming that there is no control weighting in the SV-STC algorithm (Q 

= 0), then problems will arise if, for example, the g0 becomes close to zero since 

large control actions will be generated since the g0- l is equivalent to the controller 

gain. Another possibility is for g0 to attain the wrong sign thus computing wrong 

control actions. This may lead to poor controller performance or even instability. 
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Similar problems may still arise even when Q 1:- 0. For example, if g0 attains values 

of opposite sign to that of Q and magnitude as large as or greater than Q. 

As reported in Chapter 2 Section 2.9.8, in response to problems due to lack of 

excitation in adaptive control, workers such as Lozano-Leal and Goodwin (147), 

Kreisselmeir (184), and Ossman and Kamen (94) have suggested parameter 

estimation algorithms that do not require persistent excitation to give good parameter 

estimates. The method proposed by Ossman and Kamen (94) was chosen for 

investigation in this research work because of the simplicity and the flexibility of the 

method. The approach has been introduced in Chapter 2 Section 2.9.8. To recap, the 

method assumes that the system parameters, 0, belong to a known bounded interval 

[emin, emax]. The recursive least square estimation scheme was then modified in a 

way such that 0 is forced into the bounded interval as the control progresses. The 

modified recursive least square algorithm also includes a data normalisation 

procedure, which was introduced to ensure that the magnitude of the covariance 

matrix, PP(t), converges to a value which is smaller than that of the initial covariance 

matrix, PP(O). 

Ossman and Kamen applied the method for the case where the bounds of all the 

system parameters were known. They applied it in combination with an explicit 

MIMO self tuning regulator, so that the system parameters were first computed and 

then the feedback control law was calculated based on the system parameters. They 

conjectured that the method may be applicable in cases where the bounds of only a 

subset of the parameters in the vector, 0, are known. This possibility was considered 

in this work because it is usually the case in many chemical engineering applications 

of adaptive control that the number of parameters to be identified is large and a good 

knowledge of all the parameters is unlikely to be available. Also stronger conditions 

of persistent excitation must be satisfied as the number of parameters increase. 

Ossman and Kamen pointed out, however, that the stability of the controlled system 

cannot be guaranteed for r~11 possible values of the system parameters when the 

bounds of only a subset of the parameters are known. In Chapter 3, their conjecture 
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was restated to imply that it may be possible to still have a workable robust control 

algorithm even if only a few of the parameters are corrected. This is considered 

advantageous in applications where there are parameters for which the estimator 

cannot provide good estimates. Using this method, these can be moved into suitable 

regions, where it is known that good control will result. In this work, the method was 

considered to be useful in preventing key parameters such as the g0, g0 
11

, and g0 
22 

from attaining unrealistic values. This is because these parameters are the main factors 

determining the controller gains of their respective control loops. 

In contrast to the work of Ossman and Kamen, an implicit form of an adaptive 

controller design method was used in this work. 

8.3.1 A simplified form of parameter correction 

The basic features of the method of Ossman and Kamen are as follows: 

f/t-1) 

max 
0-(t-1) -0-

1 1 
min = 0/t-l) - Si 

max 
when 0/t-1) > Si 

min 
when 0/t-l) < Si 

0 min e.max when Si ::; 0/t-1)::; 1 

8.50 

where f is an N x 1 vector and N is the number of parameters and subscript i denotes 

the location on the vector. Equation 8.28 in the RLS scheme is then modified as 

follows: 

0(t) = S(t-1) + K(t){ y(t) - 0T(t-k)0(t-l)} - cxPP(t-l)f (0(t-l)) 

where ex is a positive scalar chosen such that 

cxPP(O) < 21 

8.51 

8.52 

where PP(O) is a diagonal matrix with equal elements. Together with this correction 

term, a data normalisation procedure was used in the standard least square algorithm 

for reasons explained in the previous section. It is clear that the "correction term" -

cxPP(t-1) f (0(t-l)) can be included in any suitable estimation algorithm. It was 
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introduced into the algorithms considered in this work. As mentioned earlier, the 

standard method of updating PP(t) in the RLS scheme was not used in this work due 

to estimator stability problems. The square root filtering method was used to update 

PP(t) and the option given of the three variable forgetting algorithms as mentioned 

earlier in the chapter. The parameter correction approach detailed above was combined 

with this RLS method. The data normalisation procedure used by Ossman and Kamen 

was not used here, instead a simpler approach was employed with the RLS. This is 

11 = max(l, 110(t-k) 11
00

) 8.53 

so that 0(t-k) = 0(t-k)/11. Where llxll is the maximum element in the vector x. In this 

thesis, the resulting correction algorithm is referred to as the parameter correction 

(PC) method. 

The interest in this work was to examine whether the algorithm can be applied to 

the case where the bounds of only a subset of the control system parameters are 

known. In this case, it is necessary to make an assumption about the f i(S(t-1)) entries 

corresponding to those parameters whose bounds are not specified. In this work, the 

assumption was made that they are zero. The assumption implicitly implies that the 

corresponding parameters are always within their bounds, or that their estimates are 

always good. The assumption does not mean, however, that the corresponding 

elements in the vector aPP(t-l)f (S(t-1)) will have zeroes since there will be nonzero 

entries in the off-diagonal elements in PP(t-1). The corresponding parameters in the 

vector 0 will therefore be corrected even though their corresponding f (S(t-1)) entries 

will be zero. 

A simpler form of the PC method was also considered in this work. It is called the 

simplified parameter correction (SPC) method. In the SPC method, the nature and the 

rate of correction were "decoupled" from the estimator, rather than being tied to the 

behaviour and the magnitude of the covariance matrix, PP(t). One reason why this 

was done was that in the PC method, when the magnitude of PP(t) becomes very 

small relative to the magnitl!de of PP(O), the correction made to the parameters will 

become negligible. This was experienced in the simulations performed in this work as 
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the PP(t) usually converged very fast to small values meaning sensitivity of the 

estimator was quickly lost. One ad hoe method that can be used to avoid this is to 

hold the PP(t) constant if Tr(PP(t)) falls bellow a user specified limit which is large 

enough to ensure adequate correction is always maintained. Another method is to add 

a non zero diagonal matrix to the PP(t) if the elements become too small. This is 

similar to reinitialising the covariance matrix. These two methods have their short 

comings. In the first approach it may be dificult to find the appropriate lower limit of 

Tr(PP(t)) which will maintain parameter correction but at the same time ensuring the 

the limit is not too large to make the estimator unduly sensitive at all times. In the 

second approach, experience in this work demonstrated that bursting of the estimator 

will occur when the covariance matrix is reinitialised and this bursting can result in 

bad estimator performance and hence poor control. 

The simplification of the PC method was done by replacing aPP(t) in Equation 

8.51 with a scalarµ. The correction term is then 

- µf (0(t - 1)) 8.54 

The parameter updating equation becomes 

0(t) = 0(t - 1) + K(t)[y(t) - 0T(t - k)0(t - 1)] - µ f (0(t - 1)) 

8.55 

By this replacement a constant correction rate is maintained as it is implicitly 

assumed that PP(t) = I fort= 0 to t = 00, that is at all times during operation of the 

adaptive control algorithm. In this case then µ < 2. The correction of the parameters is 

"decoupled" from the estimator as the correction term - µ f (0(t - 1)) is now 

independent of PP(O) and PP(t). Also each parameter 0j(t) can be moved 

independently as the trajectories of only the parameters that have their bounds 

specified will be modified. 

Note that Equation 8.55 is similar. to the leakage approach shown in Equation 

2.93 in Section 2.9.6. It can be viewed as an estimator the parameters of that system 

are "externally" forced into St.;itable regions specified by the upper and lower bounds. 
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The next problem was on the proper choice ofµ. Consider when estimator 

sensitivity is lost completely so that the parameters estimates have converged. Then 

choosing µ such that O < µ < 1, a parameter 8i that violates the specified bound will 

approach the "target" bound asymptotically and will never cross the bound (Figure 

8.2a). That is, 

8/t) tends to 8/nax as t tends to oo when 8/t) > 0/nax 

0i(t) tends to eimin as t tends to oo when 0/t) < et1in 8.55 

Ifµ is chosen such that 1 < µ < 2, the target bound will be crossed in one step. 

There is then the danger that the "corrected" parameter to overshoot the other bound 

opposite the target bound (Figure 8.2b). To prevent this behaviour, µ should be 

selected as O < µ < 1. Note that the width of the bounds of the parameters can be 

made very small if the exact values of the parameters are known. 

These PC and SPC approaches were compared and used as a remedy in some 

difficult cases encountered in this work. 

8.4 Software development for implementing the controllers 

Computer algorithms for the self-tuning controllers were written on the System96 

in BasicO9 and on the IBM PC AT in Quickbasic. Those written on the System96 

were for simulation studies and for on-line applications on the distillation column. 

Those on the IBM PC AT were used for evaluations on the column simulator since 

IBM PC AT is a much faster machine so that running times were shorter than on the 

System96. This has been discussed in Chapter 5. 

8.4.1 Software on the System96 

The objective was to develop a computer package that would implement self

tuning control schemes for the general case, regardless of whether the system is a real 

process or a model. It was considered beneficial to exploit the multitasking features of 

the System96, so that the self-tuning control computer program and the data logging 

program, or the process model, would be running concurrently. This way the 
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Figure 8.2a) Trajectory of a parameter using the SPC with O < µ < 1 
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Figure 8.2b) Trajectory of a parameter using the SPC with 1 < µ < 2 
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intersample computational load and programs memory requirements could be 

distributed between the two programs. 

The features intended for this general program were both single loop and multiple 

loop STC of general order and time delays, including multiple time delays. Multiple 

sampling rates and the extended RLS scheme for identifying the noise model were 

also included in the specifications. Other specifications include positional and k

incremental forms of the controller, moving average filtering, choice of constant or 

variable forgetting factors, and choice of " 1 in the data vector 11 and 11 the proxy of 

residuals " methods of offset estimation. 

These tasks proved difficult to achieve, particularly the combination of multiple 

sampling, positional and k-incremental algorithms and the moving average filter 

within one program. The programming requirements of the necessary organisational, 

house-keeping and data handling facilities involved very complex logical operations. 

Program memory and computational requirements was also a limiting factor; it easily 

violated the 64K limit imposed by the System96 hardware. 

For the concurrent execution of the process model (or data logging program) and 

the control algorithm, two-way communication between both programs (the source 

and the sink) was required. The source is the model in the case of simulation or the 

data logging program in the case of on -line application; the sink is the self tuning 

control software. Achieving this two way communication was possible when it was 

tried with simulations, but very untidy programming was required and marked 

reduction in program execution speed resulted. Furthem1ore, there was a frustrating 

tendency of both programs to "hang" while trying to access and send data to and from 

each other. The reason for this was that with the "pipe" facility on System96 can send 

data from only from source to the sink, as mentioned in Chapter 4. Sending data, 

from the sink back to the source, for example sending the control inputs to the 

simulator, has to be done through a file. This included having to suspend program 

execution in both source and the sink at many different locations in order to ensure 

that when data is sent from the source, the sink is ready to receive it in such a way 
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that the sink does not have to wait too long ( < 15 seconds) otherwise programming 

error resulted. In the case of the column simulator as the source, the fact that the self 

tuning control program completes its tasks within seconds while the solumn simulator 

required several minutes for every sample interval, made matters worse. 

The positional and incremental self-tuning algorithms were therefore written 

separately, each including the data logging program (or process model) within it, and 

the option of extended least squares if the noise model is to be identified. The 

incremental version incorporates the option of a moving average filter. Up to four 

previous input and output sets of data are kept in the estimator memory at any one time 

to enable the moving average filtering of the data and allow larger time delays to be 

used. The positional and incremental algorithms differ very little in their computational 

logic. 

In general each program module follows the sequence given below; 

(A) Initialisation of the matrices, vectors and variables. 

(B) Menu: The program is partly menu driven. The menu carries the user through 

to choose some model, controller and estimator parameters. Other inputs are read 

from a file on the floppy disk. 

(C) Parameter estimation and Control calculations: This includes (1) collecting 

measurements from the experimental column, or from a process simulator (2) 

estimating new controller parameters, (3) updating the controller parameters and (4) 

calculating control action. 

(D) Data storage onto a floppy disk. A large amount of the results needed to be 

stored at every sample interval for analysis purposes. In practice much less data will 

need to be stored at every sampling instant. 

(E) Error trapping: The program continuously checks for programming and 

computational errors. 
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8.4.2 Computational and storage requirements of the software 

The computer programs discussed above which implement self tuning control on 

the System96, have large memory requirements. The memory required to store data in 

the parameter estimator depends directly on the order of the assumed model of the 

process. As the orders n and m increase the length of the data and parameter vectors 

and the size of the covariance matrix will increase significantly. The computational 

effort required for each control cycle would also increase dramatically. If a first order 

system, with a single time delay, one load disturbance for feed forward compensation 

and using a common sampling interval for all the control loop is considered, the 

overall program memory requirements can be reduced by a factor of 4, at least. This 

is possible for the following reasons; 

1) the length of the data and parameter vectors will be kept to a minimum 

2) there will be no need for writing the program to handle cases such as multiple 

sampling rates and the identification of the noise model. 

Preliminary tests showed that the time required for both estimation and control 

calculation in each self tuning cycle of MD 1-STC is always within 5 seconds. For 

SV -STC case, this time is about 2 seconds, and for MD2-STC and MD3-STC the 

times are about 3 seconds. These times are reasonably small compared with 30 

seconds sampling interval that was usually used to control the distillation column. 

Preliminary tests of on-line application of the control algorithms showed that the 

retrieval of process data by the data logging program Get-data, the output of 

information on the VDU screen and storage of necessary data onto the floppy disk, 

took up a significant proportion of the sampling interval of 30 seconds. Table 8. 1 

shows the time required for each task in the adaptive control system for on-line 

control. Each cycle constituting, data logging, parameter estimation and control 

calculation, output of information on the VDU screen and data storage on the floppy 

disk was usually completed within 20 seconds. 
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T ble 8 1 Th a e cornnutat10na 1 . times o f the se lf tunmo- a cronthms on t 1e s ;vstem 96 ) 

Task Average Time m seconds 

SV-STC MD2-STC** MDl-STC 

Data Logging 
""'"W""•'"''•"""""•'•••·•·•·=•v.,Wh=v~.w.w,•,7,~.w.w""=•"''"°'"°"w"',www.w 

Parameter estimation* 2 4 5 

Data Storage 
,,,,,,.,,,,,·,,,.,,.,,,.,,,.,,,.,_.,,,.,, . .,,.,.,.,..,,,.,.,>'5.,,.,·,w,,mmv~<o»wmw,,~,.,,,.,_,-,,,v, 

* includes calculation of the control input 

** MD3-STC requires the same amount of time as MD2-STC 

8.4.3 Software on the IBM PC-AT 

The self-tuning computer algorithms were translated into the Quickbasic 

programming language available on the IBM PC-AT microcomputer. In the 

translation, some of the generalities included in the algorithms were excluded and this 

reduced the program storage and memory requirements significantly. 

All the four designs, SV-STC, MDl-STC, MD2-STC and MD3-STC, with the 

choice of positional and k - incremental (k=l) forms, moving average filtering (MAF), 

the parameter correction (PC) and the simplified parameter correction (SPC) methods 

were included in one single program package. The option of PI control (velocity 

algorithm) is also available. The program is entirely menu driven. The software details 

are presented in Appendix A5.2.1. The whole software package required about 1500 

lines of program statements. 

To simulate self-tuning control of the distillation column using the MD 1-STC 

required about 50 minutes of computer time to simulate 100 minutes of process time; 

that is, the ratio of computer time to process time is 0.5 to 1 using an interval of 0.025 

minutes to integrate the differential equations of the column simulation. 
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8.5 Chapter review 

This chapter has described the design of four generalised minimum variance self

tuning controllers for single variable and multivariable control based on the column 

simulator. The next stage is evaluating these controllers on the column simulator and 

compare performance with PI control. 
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CHAPTER NINE 

Evaluation of the Self Tuning controllers on the column simulator 

9.1 Introduction 

The self-tuning controller designs presented in the previous chapter were 

evaluated by computer simulations on the column simulator derived in Chapter 5 for 

the pilot scale distillation column used in this work. The simulations were carried out 

to demonstrate how the self tuning controllers work and to assess the benefits of 

using self tuning control over conventional PI control on the distillation column. The 

simulations were performed on the IBM PC AT microcomputer. 

9.2 Simulation on a simple linear model 

The servo and regulatory perfonnances of the positional and I-incremental STCs 

were compared on a simple linear discrete time SISO system: 

y(t) = ay(t-1) + bu(t-1) + d(t) 9.1 

y(0) = u(0) = d(0) = 0, a= 0.9 and b = 1.0 

The unmeasured load disturbances, d(t), in affecting the system is in form of a 

square wave as shown in Figure 9.1. 
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Figure 9.1 Load disturbance on the linear system 
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In these simulations the following settings P = R = 1 and O = 0. Three of such 

simulations to be discussed used the following: 

1) Positional form, without estimation of a bias term (or DC level) (Figure 9.2) 

2) Positional form, with explicit estimation of bias using the "1 in the data vector" 

method (Figure 9. 3) 

3) Incremental form (Figure 9.4) 

The positional and the incremental STCs give the same servo performance, but the 

incremental STC is superior to the positional STC when regulating against the 

unmeasured load disturbances in Figure 9.1. As Figure 9.3 shows, the positinal STC 

still gives a very poor regulatory performance even when the bias term is estimated. 

The positional form relies on the accurate estimation of the bias to perform well in 

the presence of the unknown disturbances. The incremental form, on the other hand, 

does not required such an estimate because the control law provides an implicit 

estimate of the bias or disturbance effects affecting the system through the term {.} in 

Equation 8.21 in Section 8.2, which represents the estimation error. 

To demonstrate the effect of non-linearities on these characteristics of the 

positional and incremental form, similar simulations were performed on the non-linear 

column simulator. The result for Cases 2) and 3) above are compared in Figure 9.5. 

The overall performances of both controllers were good, but the incremental form is 

better by 17% in terms of the IAE since it gives a faster closed loop response. Unlike 

the linear case, the servo performances of both controllers were not the same as the 

incremental form returns the output to the setpoint quicker than the positional form. 

The reason for this difference is due to non linearity since the f and G parameters are 

now time varying so that f (t-k) -# f (t)· 
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9.3 Single loop top tray temperature control 

Single loop top tray temperature control of the column simulator were carried out with 

the simulator subjected to a series of load changes shown in Figure 9.6 below. 
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Figure 9.6 Load disturbances for single loop top tray temperature control 

The following were specified for the; SV-STC, 0(0) = (0,-0.3,0), PP(0) = 1 OI, 

0 = A~l = -0.5~1. The PI gain is within the range calculated in Table 5.6 using the 

Cohen and Coon controller tuning method for setpoint changes. The 0(t) were 

initially tuned in for 5 minutes using the velocity algorithm form of a PI controller 

with these setting. Controller performance will be measured using the Integrated 

Absolute Error (IAE) criterion. 

Table 9.1 shows the IAEs for the various runs performed. Figure 9.7a shows the 

closed loop responses for two cases using PI with Kc = -2.0 1/hr/°C and Kc = -2.5 

1/hr/°C. The closed loop responses in both cases were similar even with the 25% 

increase in Kc; this is evident in that IAE for the case with higher Kc is only 

marginally lower. As expected, the perfom1ance of the PI degraded by 25% when the 

control interval, ~Tc, of 1 minute was used (see plot in Figure 9.7c). 
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Table 9.1 Integrated Absolute Error (IAE) for single loop top tray temperature 
control 

Controller Controller Specifications IAE 
PI Kc = -2.0 l/hr°C, ti = 3 rnin 24.59 

PI Kc= -2.5 l/hr°C, 'ti = 3 min 24.22 

PI** Kc= -l.15 l/hr°C, 'ti = 3 min, .6.Tc = 1 rnin 30.91 

PSV-STC -1 . 
14.65 O(z ) = -0.5.6.1, t '(:) = 0.5 mm, t = 0 

p z Fl(z) 

ISV-STC 
-1 

O(z ) = -0.5.6.1, t '(':) = 0.5 min, t l \) = 0 12.73 
P z FI z 

ISV-STC** 
-1 

18.43 O(z ) = -0.5.6.1, t = 0.5 min, 't = 0 
P(z) Fl(z) 

ISV-STC -1 . 
14.16 O(z ) = -0.8.6.1, 't •(:) = 0.5 mm, 't = 0 p z fl(z) 

ISV-STC -1 . 
15.41 O(z ) = -0.5.6. 1, 't () = 1.0 mm, 't = 0.5 

P(z R(z) 

ISV-STC 
-1 . 

O(z ) = -0.6.6.1, t '( :) = 't I(:)= 0.5 mm P z FI z 
14.28 

** Control interval of .6.Tc = 1 minute was used. 
-1 **** 't denotes the time constant of the reference model P(z ) , 't denotes the 

PW RW 

time constant of the setpoint filter, R(z-\ 

Table 9.2 Integrated Absolute Error (IAE) for single loop top tray temperature 
control: Comparison of the performance of ISV-STC with the different variable 
forgetting factor algorithms. 

Algorithm Specifications IAE 

VFFl LO= 0.01 12.64 

VFFl LO= 0.5 12.77 

VFF2 No= 0.1 12.48 

VFF2 No= 1.0 12.71 

VFF3 12.73 

Controller specification: 0 (z-
1

) = -0.5.6.1, 'tP(z) = 0.5 min, 'tR(z) = 0 
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Compared with PI , PSV-STC gave a much faster closed loop response and much 

tighter control, but at the expense of larger control actions and overshoot of the 

setpoint (Figure 9.8). The improvement in control compared with the PI is 40%. The 

ISV-STC improved control even further in that the IAE is 48% lower than for PI. 

There was, however, larger changes in the parameter estimates compared with PSV

STC (Figure 9.10) and hence the larger transient behaviour under ISV-STC, which is 

evident between t = 30 and t = 45 in Figure 9.9. As explained in Tham et al. (213), 

the larger changes in the parameter estimates of the ISV-STC is because when the 

responses are closer to the setpoints, data for estimation have small values due to the 

differencing operation so that parameter estimation is curtailed significantly. 

Subsequent transients, due to changes in setpoints or load disturbances, are magnified 

due to the differencing operation causing larger changes in the parameter estimates 

compared to the positional form. This, in general, is a characteristic of self-tuning 

algorithms that employ data differencing for parameter estimation. 

The effect of increasing the control interval, specifying a slower reference model 

and specifying a larger control weighting on the performance of ISV-STC are shown 

in Figure 9.11 through to 9.13. In all these cases, the closed loop responses were 

slower, which is reflected in the fact that their IAEs on Table 9.1 are larger. 

All the simulations reported above used the VFF3 variable forgetting algorithm of 

Equation 8.48. Figure 9.14 shows the plots of the u(t) and Tr(PP(t)) for ISV-STC 

which con-espond to the parameter estimates in Figure 9.10. The performances of the 

ISV-STC, in terms of the IAE, using the other two algorithms, VFFl and VFF2 

(Equations 8.45 and 8.47, respectively) are shown on Table 9.2. The effects of the 

parameters LO and No on the pe1fom1ances of their con-esponding algorithms are also 

shown. Comparing Figure 9.15 and 9.16 in which ISV-STC used VFFl, it is clear 

that the estimator is much more sensitive when Io = 0.01 than when LO= 0.5 as the 

plot of the forgetting factor and Tr(PP(t)) show. The result is faster adaptation of the 

controller parameters and hence a slight improvement in terms of the IAE as Table 9.2 

shows. Similar results was also obtained with VFF2 as Figures 9.17 and 9.18 show. 
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Although Table 9.2 shows that using VFF3 the controller performance is not as 

good as with YFFl and VFF2 with the smaller :Eo and No, the VFF3 was preferred 

in this work as it does not require the choice of any parameter as is the case with the 

other two algorithms. Thus, compared with when VFFl or VFF2 is used, there is 

one less parameter to select when implementing self-tuning control when the VFF3 

algorithm is used for variable forgetting. 

9.3.1 Summary 

On the basis of the IAEs on Table 9.1, the ISV-STC is a much better choice than 

PSV-STC and PI control of the top tray temperature of the column simulator. If 

considerations such as sensitivity of the closed loop is more important, then PSV

STC is better than ISY-STC in that under the same set of conditions the parameter 

estimates for the latter would change more significantly when disturbances enter the 

system. 
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9.4 Simultaneous control of the top tray and the bottom tray 

temperatures 

The performance of the multiple loop self tuning controllers MDl-STC, MD2-

STC and MD3-STC, were all assessed for setpoint tracking and load disturbance 

rejection. Multiple loop PI control, with and without steady state decoupling, was 

also performed. The Kc and "Ci used were -2.0 1/hr/°C and 3 minutes, respectively for 

the T 1-Lr loop and 0.08 KW /°C and 1.2 minutes, respectively, for the T 10-Qrb loop. 

Approximate values of the steady state decouplers were calculated using Equations 

2.36 and 2.37 and the gain matrix 

G =[G11G12]=[-0.5 3.56 l 
G 21 G 22 -9.53 80.77 

9.2 

whose elements were obtained from Table 5.4. 

The following were prescribed in the multiple loop self tuning controllers: 0 = 

diag (-0.5, 15)t:..1, P(z- 1) = R(z- 1) =I, 8 1= 82 = (0.5,-0.3,2.3,0) for MDl-STC 

and MD2-STC, 8 l (0) = (0.5,-0.3,0), 82 (0) = (0.5,2.3,0.0) for MD3-STC, PP l (0) 

= PP2(0) = 0.11 and the VFF3 variable forgetting. The subscript i denotes the control 

loop, where i = 1 represents the T 1-Lr loop and i = 2 represents the T 10 - Qrb loop, 

respectively. 

For servo control the following changes in the setpoints were induced on the 

column simulator every 20 minutes : 

(i) a sequence of positive and negative changes of 1 °Con the setpoint of T 1 

(ii) a sequence of positive and negative changes of 2°C on the setpoint of T 10 

For regulatory control the load disturbances made on the simulator are shown in 

Figure 9.19. The I':,. Tc = 0.5 and the period of 15 minutes was allowed to initially tune 

the self tuning controller parameters. Table 9.3 contains the IAEs for the simulations 

reported. 
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Figure 9.19. Load disturbances for simultaneous control of the top and bottom tray 
temperature: Load disturbance rejection 

For servo control, the following observations were made: 

1) The multiple loop PI control system gave good stable control, but the 

performance was degraded by 46% when the steady state simplified 

decouplers were introduced. This degradation was particularly significant in 

the bottom loop as is evident from the corresponding IAE on Table 9.3 and in 

Figure 9.20. 

2) The PMDI-STC gave much tighter control compared with the multiple loop PI 

(Figure 9.21) and hence the improvement of 35% over PI control was 

achieved, while IMD 1-STC gave a 29% improvement. 
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Table 9.3 Integrated Absolute Error (JAE) for the simultaneous control of the top 
tray and bottom tray temperatures 

Controller IAE Total IAE 

Top Tray Bottom Tray 

SERVO CONTROL 

PI 14.73 19.32 34.05 

PI + SS Decoupling 17.71 32.24 49.95 

PMDl-STC 6.11 15.99 22.1 

PMD2-STC 5.35 15.84 21.19 

PMD3-STC 15.65 16.11 31.76 

PMD3-STC (*) 22.61 18.64 41.25 

IMDl-STC 6.83 17.24 24.07 

IMD2-STC 6.93 18.4 25.33 

IMD3-STC 7.3 17.84 25.14 

DISTURBANCE REJECTION 

PI 6.84 13.08 19.92 

PI+ SS Decoupling 12.22 12.24 24.46 

PMDl-STC 5.22 12.31 17.53 

PMD2-STC 5.5 12.69 18.19 

PMD3-STC 9.21 13.25 22.46 

IMDl-STC 5.64 12.60 18.24 

IMD2-STC 5.13 13.39 18.52 

IMD3-STC 5.25 12.68 19.93 

(*) Denotes exclusion of "lin data vector" for estimation of unknown 

disturbances. 

NB. All self tuning simulations were done using PP(0) = 0.11, P (z-
1
) = R (z-

1
) = I, 

-1 
Q (z ) = diag(-0.5, 15)tq. 
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3) Table 9.3 shows that PMDl-STC and PMD2-STC performed better than their 

respective incremental counterparts, IMDl-STC and IMD2-STC. Figures 

9.22a and 9.22b shows this clearly for MD2-STC. As regards the positional 

forms, the PMD3-STC was worse than the other two and more so when the 

bias terms in d were not estimated . 

4) Unlike the MDl-STC and MD2-STC, IMD3-STC was significantly better than 

PMD3-STC, particularly in the control of the top tray temperature (see Figures 

9.22c and 9.22d). The IAE for the incremental form is 2f% better than the 

positional form, ond 39% better when compared with the case with no 

estimation of bias terms. 

5) Figure 9.23 shows the performances ofIMDl-STC and IMD3-STC where the 

setpoint of one output is changed, keeping the setpoint of the other constant. 

After a change in the setpoint of one output, the peak of the deviation of the 

other output from its setpoint was always higher under IMD3-STC. This 

shows the improvement in control provided by interaction compensation in 

IMDl-STC. 

Some similar observations as in the servo case were also made in the case of 

regulatory control. Steady state decoupling degraded the performance of the multiple 

loop PI controllers by 23% (see Figure 9.24 for graph). The PMDl-STC and IMDl

STC perfo1med better than the multiple loop PI control by 12% and 8%, respectively. 

The transient behaviour under IMDl-STC was more oscillatory compared with 

control under PMD 1-STC, particularly in the response of the top tray temperature 

(Figure 9.25). Like the servo case, the PMDl-STC and PMD2-STC perfomed better 

than their incremental forms, but the IMD3-STC was much better than PMD3-STC 

(Figures 9.26) and hence the 11 % improvement in the IAE. 

Like the SISO case, the parameter estimates for the positional form remained 

virtually constant after initial tuning in period, while, they changed significantly after 

disturbances or setpoint changes entered the system under incremental control 

(Figures 9.27a and 9.27b for servo control). Thus, the incremental forms generally 

gave responses with larger transients and more oscillatory behaviour, as is shown in 
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Figure 9.24 for regulatory control under MDl-STC. Unlike the SlSO case, however, 

the incremental forms if the multiple-loop STCs gave higher IAEs compared to the 

positional forms, except for the MD3-STC where the incremental form was 

significantly better than the positional fonn. 

The reason why both PMD 1-STC and PMD2-STC performed much better than 

PMD3-STC can be attributed to the fact that the former two algorithms provide 

control loop decoupling, while the latter does not. ln the absence of control loop 

decoupling as in PMD3-STC, the interaction effect of one loop on the other loop is 

now in the form of unmeasured, or unknown, load disturbances; the effects of which 

each loop must regulate against. It has been shown earlier by linear simulations 

(Figures 9.2 - 9.3) that a positional STC performs badly when regulating against 

unknown or unmeasured load disturbances as it relies on the accurate estimation of 

the bias or disturbance effects; an incremental STC, on the other hand, performs very 

well (see Figure 9.4) as its control law provides implicit estimates of the disturbance 

effects as discussed in Section 8.21 and Section 9 .2. This characteristic could be used 

to explain why the IMD3-STC performed much better than PMD3-STC for both 

servo and regulatory control. 

The degrading effect that the steady state decouplers had on the performance of 

the multiple loop PI controllers is due to the non-linear nature of the column 

simulator. Therefore, the decoupling elements used with the PI controllers are in error 

and this caused the poor performance with steady state decoupling. Such problems 

were not evident with MDl-STC and MD2-STC, which also provide control loop 

decoupling, most probably because the self tuning nature of these two control 

algorithm has the ability to compensate for the errors in their decoupling elements. 

9.4.1 Summary 

On the basis of the IAEs on Table 9.3, the PMD 1- STC is the best choice for the 

simultaneous control of the top tray and bottom tray compositions. However, for 

regulation against unknown load disturbances the IMD 1-STC is preferred because of 

the better regulatory prope11y of incremental algorithms. 
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9.5 Application of the Parameter Correction (PC) and Simplified 

Parameter Correction (SPC) methods 

The parameter correction (PC) method was formulated in Section 8.3. It is an 

approach based on the idea of Ossman and Kamen (94) discussed in Section 2.9.8. 

The aim is to prevent the parameter estimates of the self tuning controller from attaining 

bad values which may cause poor performance controller. The method involves 

moving any parameter back into the admissible range, should the parameter violate 

specified bounds. 

A simpler form of the algorithm referred to as the simplified parameter correction 

(SPC) method was formulated in this work and is described in Section 8.3.1. The 

SPC uses a constant rate of correction and can be viewed as a method that compensates 

for drifts in the parameter estimates. An example of a situation where parameter 

correction could improve the quality of control is shown in Figures 9.28a 

(corresponding control actions in Figure 9.28b) where IMDl-STC was used for servo 

control. In this simulation PP 1 (0) = PP2(0) =1 OI which is 100 times larger than those 

used in the simulations discussed in the previous section, and 01 (0) = 02(0) = (0.0,-

0.3, 2.0) which are different initial parameter estimates. The corresponding parameter 

estimates are shown in Figure 9.29. Immediately after the switch to self tuning control, 

large and oscillatory control actions were produced (Figure 9.28b) uptill about t = 30 

minutes. During this period, large and violent changes in some of the parameter 

estimates resulted, as is evide1:t in the f parameters and in g0 
21 

in Figure 9.29, 

causing the poor transient behaviour of the closed loop system (Figure 9.28a). A 

comparison of this simulation with that shown in Figure 9.28 (Figure 9.29 vs 9.27b 

for the parameter estimates) clearly demonstrates that the performance of self tuning 

controller on the non-linear column simulator is significantly affected by the choice of 

the initial covariance matrix, and the initial parameter estimates as well. The IAE for 

this simulation is 54.42 (Table 9.5), which is more the twice that for the case with 

smaller covariance matrix in Table 9.3. Peiformances such as this necessitated the need 

to use good initial parameters and, therefore, a small initial covariance matrix to 

indicate confidence in the initial parameters in the simulations discussed in Section 9.4. 
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Experience in the application of the self tuning controllers on the column simulator 

showed that the g0
11 

and g0
21 

estimates should have -ve values corresponding to the 

12 22 
steady state effects of Lr to the tray temperatures and the g0 and g0 should have 

+ve values corresponding to the steady state effects of the Qrb on the tray 

temperatures; the F parameters should, ideally have +ve values. This was used to 

guide the selection of the bounds of the parameters given in Table 9 .4 below 

Table 9.4 Bounds on the controller parameters for use with the 
parameter correction methods. 

Bound 11 22 11 21 12 22 
fo , fo go , go go , go 

Upper 1 -0.01 5 

Lower 0.01 -2.0 1.0 

9.5.1 Evaluation of the parameter correction methods 

Simulation studies were perfom1ed to assess the potential benefits of using the PC 

and SPC algorithms to remedy difficulties such as those that caused the poor control 

shown in Figure 9.28. The improvement or degradation in perfom1ance, in terms of 

IAE, is measured against the perfonnance of the case without correction in Figure 
11 22 . 12 

9 .28. It was assumed that the g0 and g0 parameters, together with g0 and 

g
0 

21 , are the key parameters in the multiple loop self tuning control algorithms, as 

they are the main factors that detem1ine the gains of their respective control loops. For 

example, in the MD3-STC algorithm the g0
11 

is inversely proportional to the T 1-Lr 

loop gain and g0 
22 is inversly proportional to the T 10-Qrb loop gain. In the 

simulations, parameter corTection was made to commence at t = 10 minutes, to avoid 

correction in the initial stages were large prediction errors and large bursts in the 

estimator may occur. 
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Table 9.5 Integrated Absolute Error (IAE) for the simultaneous control of the top tray 
and b~ttom tray temperatures using IMD 1-STC combined with the parameter 
correction. 

Specifications IAE Total 

Top Bottom IAE Figure 

IMDl-STC 12.43 41.99 54.42 9.28 

IMDl-STC+PC, a= 0.15, (i") 14.87 74.9 89.77 9.30 

IMDl-STC+PC, a= 0.15, (®) 12.8 30.68 43.48 9.32 

IMDl-STC+SPC, µ = 0.15, (t) 9.74 24.58 34.32 9.34 

IMDl-STC+SPC, µ = 0.2, (i") 9.58 21.64 31.22 9.34 

IMDl-STC+SPC, µ = 0.2, (®) 7.3 15.36 22.66 9.36 

IMDl-STC+PC, a= .15, (®) (***) 5.94 16.3 22.24 9.38 

IMDl-STC (best case) 6.83 17.24 24.07 9.21 

NOTES 
All simulations used PP1 (0) = PP2(0) = 101 

(i") denotes bounds of only g0
11 

and g0
22 

are specified 

(®) 
11 12 lL 

and g0 are specified denotes bounds of g0 , go , go 

(***) denotes "correction term" used is -aPP(t-l)f (0(t-1)), and forgetting factor 

selected to keep trace of covariance matrix constant as 25. 

The PC method, with the correction rate chosen as a= 0.15, was combined with 

IMDl-STC and the bounds of only g0
11 

and g0 
22 

were specified in the PC algorithm. 

The transient behaviour (Figure 9.30) was poorer than when correction was absent and 

hence the 65% degradation in performance in terms of the IAE (Table 9.5). Although 

the outputs had settled at their setpoints by t = 40 minutes, subsequent changes in the 

setpoints resulted in the saturation of the Qrb, generation of large changes in Lr, and 

hence the large excursions of the outputs from their setpoints. 

The g
0 

21 , fo 22 and g0 
21 parameters exhibited severe oscillatory behaviour 

immediately after the switch to self tuning control and after the changes in the setpoints 
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(see Figure 9.31) which coincides with the period of poor control. It is evident from 

the trajectory of g0 
22 

that there was an initial period of effective correction of the 

parameters after which there was virtually no correction at all. This was because the 

magnitude of the covariance was large enough at the initial stages (t = 10 minutes tot= 

20) after which the magnitude rapidly became relatively very small so that correction 
')') 

became negligible. The g0--, therefore, maintained a large -ve value from about t = 20 

minute shortly after the switch to self tuning control. 
11 22 12 21 

When the bounds of all the four G parameters (g0 , g0 , g0 and g0 ) were 

specified, there was an improvement of 20% of the performance of IMD 1-STC, in 

contrast to the degradation that resulted in the previous case (Figure 9.30). Figure 

9.32 shows this graphically. After the period of poor transients from t = 15 tot= 25 

minutes, the performance of IMD 1-STC was much better than in the previous cases 

(Figures 9.28 and 9.30) and, thus, the smaller IAE. As with the previous case, there 

was also an initial period of effective correction of the parameters after which 

correction became negligible because the covariance matrix became small. The g0
22 

also maitained a large -ve value (see Figure 9.33), but, overall, the behaviour of the 

parameter estimates were less violent than in Figure 9.31. The 20% improvement in 

the IAE was achieved because all the four G parameters were moved closer to their 

specified bounds during the initial period when there was effective correction of the 

parameters, instead of only two parameters moved closer to the bounds in the 

previous case. 

In the SPC method, which is a simpler form of the PC method, the correction of a 

parameter can be done independently and the effectiveness of the correction depends 

only on the correction rate, µ, and not on the magnitude of the covariance matrix. 

Figure 9.34 (Figure 9.35 shows the parameters) shows the result usiing the SPC with 

· 1 l l d 22 .f. d U 1·k h . µ = 0.15 with the bounds of on y g0 an g0 spec1 1e • n 1 re t e previous 

cases with the PC method, the outputs were maintained at their setpoint after the switch 

to self tuning control, until the serpoint changes at t = 20 minutes. Large overshoots 

then occurred after these changes, but overall the closed loop responses were much 

more desirable than those in Figures 9.28, 9.30 and 9.32. This demonstrates that the 
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fast setpoint tracking capabilities of IMDl-STC (shown in Figure 9.21) was restored 

by the introduction of the SPC to modify the trajectory of only 2 out of the 6 controller 

parameters of IMDl-STC. Table 9.5 shows an improvement of 37% compared with 

the degradation of 65% when the PC was used (Figure 9.30) in a similar situation, and 

a 37% improvement compared with 20% improvement when the PC method was used 

with the bounds of all the four G parameters specified (Figure 9.32). 

Table 9.5 shows that the performance of IMDl-STC with SPC using µ = 0.2 

(graphs superimposed on Figure 9.34) is further improved (a 42% improvement) with 

the increase in the correction rate. With this µ, specifying the bounds of all the four G 

parameters gave a 58% improvement in the IAE which is much better than the 42% in 

the previous case. The plots for this is shown in Figure 9.36 and the corresponding 

parameter estimates are in Figure 9.37. 

From the above discussions it can be concluded that the SPC method is better than 

the PC method to improve the performance of the self tuning controllers in the case 

where the parameter estimates attain bad values. The results also confirm the 

presumption made in the previous chapter that the success of the PC method depends 

on the magnitude of the covariance matrix and this dependence can be a limitation in 

the applicability of the method. 

It may be possible to improve the perfonnance of the PC method in the situations 

simulated in Figures 9.30 and 9.32, if a method can be devised which maintains the 

covariance matrix at a level where effective correction of the parameters will always be 

obtained. An example is to select the forgetting factor so as to maintain the trace of the 

covariance matrix at a required value large enough to guarantee effective correction, but 

small enough to ensure that the estimator is not overly sensitive at all times. Examples 

of such an algorithm is that of Lozano-Leal (79) and the simple formula 

u(t) = Tr(PP(t))/fr(PP(t))* 9. 3 

where * denotes required value. A key consideration for application of such an 

algorithm is the choice of the appropriate Tr(PP(t))*, which may require trial and error 

to find the best value which will also depend on the values chosen for a. Some trial 

and error simulations were performed to investigate the possibility of using Equation 



9.3 in the IMDl-STC with PC. An example is shown in Figures 9.38 (and Figure 

9.39 for the corresponding parameters) for the case where the bounds of all the four G 

parameter are specified, a= 0.15 and Tr(PP(t))* = 25. It is clear that the performance 

of the IMD 1-STC is greatly improved by the PC method as the IAE is even less than 

the best servo performance of IMDl-STC reported in this chapter (Figure 9.21 and 

Table 9.3) by about 7%. 

9.5.2 Discussions and Conclusions 

The cases discussed in the previous section show that the SPC correction method 

is a simple and practical way of preventing the self tuning controller parameters from 

attaining bad values and so cause poor control. The results of the cases studied to 

assess the benefit of the SPC method confirmed that the correction of only two of the 

four key parameters which determine the controller gains was sufficent to restore good 

stable performance of the multiple loop self tuning controllers. The PC method could 

not give similar improvements, except when the covariance matrix was maintained at a 

large enough level, and, in a case reported above, the performance was even poorer 

when the parameter correction was not introduced. 

The SPC method may also be applied in other areas. For example, in applications 

were the number of parameters that need to be estimated is large, conventional control 

may require a very long time to intially tune in the parameters of the adaptive 

controller. A method, such as the SPC, can be used for this process, as it has the 

potential for reducing the time required for the initial tuning. 

A possible drawback of the SPC approach, and likewise the PC approach, is that 

problems will arise if the process is very non-linear so that the correct ranges of the 

parameters may change significantly with operating conditions. 
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9.6 Chapter Conclusion 

Having assessed the viability of the self tuning algorithms on the column 

simulator, the next step is to apply the algorithms on a real system. These applications 

were carried out on the distillation colunm. 
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CHAPTER TEN 

Microcomputer control of the pilot scale dist.illation column 

10.1 Introduction 

This chapter describes the computer control of the pilot plant distillation column 

which has been described in Chapter 4 and modelled in Chapter 5. Both single loop 

top tray temperature control and the simultaneous control of the top tray and bottom 

tray temperatures were perfom1ed. The tray temperatures were the controlled variables 

as composition analysers were not installed on the column, as was mentioned in 

Chapter 4. 

Of the four controller design methods that were considered for application on the 

experimental column at the outset of the research work, the PI and the self tuning 

approaches were found to be applicable on the experimental distillation column. The 

decoupling and disturbance rejection control approach was not applied on the 

experimental column because the controller failed to provide satisfactory results when 

it was applied on the column simulator. This has been discussed in Chapter 6. The 

Estimator Aided Feedforward control approach, which used a Kalman filter to 

produce estimates of the tray compositions from process measurements, was also not 

applied on the real column. The reason for this is that the overall performance of the 

Kalman Filter was not satisfactory as it used a linearised state variable model of the 

column simulator as the filter model. Off-line studies using real process data, showed 

that the filter could not eliminate biases in the composition estimates and it produced 

unstable estimates of the tray compositions which did not have their corresponding 

tray temperatures measured. This has been discussed in Chapter 7. It was the PT and 

self tuning controller designs that provided satisfactory results on the column 

simulator as discussed in Chapter 9. They were therefore selected for application on 

the experimental control for both single loop control of the top tray temperature and 

simultaneous control of the top and bottom tray temperatures. 
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The results of the simulation studies described in the Chapter 9 demonstrated that 

the SISO and MIMO self tuning controllers perfom1 better than corresponding PI 

control. Simulations using the MIMO self tuning controllers were also used to 

demonstrate the poor control that could result if the parameter estimates of the self 

tuning controller attained bad values. The parameter correction methods, SPC and 

PC, were designed to remedy this problem and their potential of improving controller 

performance were demonstrated. The control experiments on the real column were 

designed to demonstrate the capabilities of the controllers and examine if similar 

conclusions as those reached from the simulations can be made. 

10.l.2 Implementing the controllers on the experimental column. 

For the purpose of controlling the experimental column, the System 96 

microcomputer was interfaced with the distillation column using the Monolog. This 

unit contains the AID and D/A converters, and signal conditioners for appropriate data 

conversions. The equipment has been described in Chapter 4. 

The programs that implement real-time control are written in Basic09 and run on 

the System 96. A subprogram called Get-data retrieves process measurements from 

the Monolog and Drive-valve sends the control actions through the Monolog to the 

final control elements which are the control valves and the firerod heater. The 

functions of these programs are explained more fully in Appendix A6. 

The program that implements real-time PI control is called PI-decouple. It 

implements both single loop top tray temperature control and simultaneous control of 

the top and bottom tray temperatures with or without simplified steady state 

decoupling. The velocity form of the PI controller was used and is described in 

Appendix A2.2.1. Two real-time self tuning control program called POSTC and 

KISTC implements the positional and incremental forms of SV-STC, MD2-STC, 

MD3-STC and MD 1-STC. The structure of the program that implement these 

algorithms have also been described in Section 8.4. 

The controllers were operated in the presence of the operational difficulties 

encountered during operation of the experimental column which were discussed in 
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Chapter 4. Some of these difficulties, such as pipe blockages and uncertainties in the 

inputs into the column were considered as significant contributors to the error 

between the column simulator and the column. Another problem was the 

inconsistencies in the delivery of the distillate and bottoms products, partly due to the 

small flowrates required to operate the column, which made it necessary to use on-off 

control to control the reboiler liquid level. Furthermore, the tendency of the reflux 

flowmeter failing to provide flow measurements made it necessary, for control 

purposes, to approximate the reflux flow into the column by using the fractional 

opening of the reflux valve. 

10.2 Single loop control of the top tray temperature 

The control of the top tray temperature was performed using PI control, PSV

STC and ISV -STC. The control interval, ~ Tc, of 0.5 minutes was used in all the 

experiments. The specifications given below were used in the for SV-STC: 

0(0) = (f0, g0, d) = (0.5, -0.33, 0) for PSV-STC 

0(0) = (f0, g0) = (0.5, -0.33) for ISV-STC 

-1 -1 -1 
0=-0.5~1,P(z )=(l-0.632z )/0.368, R(z )=1 

PP(O) = 0.51 representing confidence in 0(0) 

VFF3 algorithm (Equation 8.49) for variable forgetting 

error limit epmax = 1 ·c for the parameter estimator. 

Upper and lower limits of the reflux valve opening were set at 12% and 60%, 

respectively. A PI controller with the settings Kc = -2.0 (1/hr)/°C and 'ti = 3.0 minutes 

was used to initially tune in the self tuning controller parameters. 

10.2.1 Discussion of the results 

Figure 10.1 shows the performance of a PI controller with Kc = -2.5 (1/hr)/°C and 

't· = 3.0. Satisfactory control of the top tray temperature was maintained over the 
1 

duration of the experiment. The overshoot after the setpoint increases at t = 15 

minutes and t = 45 minutes were relatively small compared to the overshoot of about 
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1 °C after the setpoint decrease at t = 30 minutes. The PI controller was slow to return 

the top tray temperature back to this new setpoint. 

The PSV-STC also provided satisfactory servo and regulatory control of the top 

tray temperature as is shown in Figure 10.2. Unlike PI, the response of the output 

under PSV-STC was oscillatory and there was no overshoot after the setpoint 

decrease at t = 30 minutes. The ISV-STC gave a much faster closed loop response 

than both the PSV-STC and the PI (Figure 10.3) particularly after the setpoint 

changes. The performance of ISV-STC is considered more satisfactory than that of 

the PSV-STC since the former did not give the oscillatory behaviour of the output 

observed in the performance of the latter. 

It was also observed that the parameter estimates for the PSV-STC remained 

virtually constant after initial tuning while those for the ISV-STC changed 

significantly after setpoint and load changes (Figure 10.4). This observation is 

consistent with the observations made from the simulations on the column simulator 

(Figures 9.9 and 9.10). 

10.2.2 Summary 

The experimental results reported in this section have demonstrated that the PI, 

PSV-STC and ISV-STC were able to provide satisfactory control of the top tray 

temperature of the distillation column when the column was subjected to unmeasured 

feedflow disturbances and setpoint changes. From these results it could be concluded 

that the ISV-STC is capable of providing tighter control than both PI and PSV-STC 

because it gave faster closed loop responses than the latter controllers. 
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10.3 Simultaneous control of top and bottom tray temperatures 

In these experiments the capabilities of the multiple loop PI controllers, IMD3-

STC and IMDl-STC were examined in the simultaneous control of the top tray 

temperature, T 1, and the bottom tray temperature, T 
10

, of the pilot plant distillation 

column. The configuration used on the column simulator, where Lr controls T 
1 

and 

Qrb controls T 10 loop, was also used on the experimental column. The following 

settings were used in the self tuning controllers: 0 1 (0) = 0
2

(0) = (0.5, -0.33, 1.8) for 

IMDl-STC and 1MD2-STC, 0 1 (0) = (0.5, -0.33), 02 (0) = (0.5, 1.8) for IMD3-

s C -1 -T , PP 1 (0) = PP 1 (0) = 0.51, Q = diag(-0.5, l 5)L1 1, P (z ) = diag( (1 - 0.632z 

1 -1 -1 
)/0.368, (l - 0.632z )/0.368), R(z ) = I and L1Tc = 0.5 minutes. The single loop 

PI controllers used to simultaneously control T 1 and T
10 

have the settings 

Kc = -2.0 (1/hr)/°C and 'ti = 3.0 for the Lr - T 1 loop 

Kc= 0.08 KW/°C and 'Ci = 1.2 for the Qrb - T 10 loop. 

10.3.l Discussion of the results 

Figure 10.5 demonstrates the degrading effect of simplified steady state 

decoupling (D 1 = 5 and D2 = 0.1) on the performance of the multiple loop PI control 

scheme when the system was subject to setpoint changes. After the setpoint changes 

at t = 20 minutes, the closed loop behaviour of both outputs were significantly worse 

than when the decouplers were not used. This shows that, with these decouplers, 

simplified decoupling was detrimental to the simultaneous control of the top and 

bottom tray temperatures using the multiple loop PI control system. The poor 

performance can be attributed to the errors in the decouplers which were those used 

on the column simulator as well. 

Figures 10.6, 10.7 and 10.8 show, respectively, the perfonnances of the multiple 

loop PI, IMD3-STC and IMDl-STC controllers in the presence of unmeasured 

feedflow disturbances. In the case of PI control, both outputs exhibited oscillatory 

responses and slowly aproached their setpoints after the feedflow disturbances at 

about t = 9 minutes. With IMD3-STC both outputs oscillated about their setpoints and 

this persisted for a relatively long period (about 30 minutes) before settling down. 
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Although when under IMDl-STC the outputs also exhibited oscillatory responses 

around there setpoints, the oscillations diminished relatively quicker than with IMD3-

STC. In this respect the IMD 1-STC is clearly better than the IMD3-STC. 

The oscillatory closed loop behaviour observed in the simultaneous control of the 

top tray and bottom tray temperatures can be mainly attributed to the interactions 

between their control loops as changes in the manipulated variable of one loop affects 

both outputs. The perfom1ance of IMD3-STC, which does not provide decoupling, 

demonstrate the severity of these interactions as the oscillatory behaviour persisted for 

a longer period compared with that of IMD 1-STC which incorporates decoupling in 

its design. 

The reason why decoupling was favourable in the self tuning control is because 

the adaptive nature of the control system produced a more accurate decoupling 

elements and therefore more accurate decoupling of the control loops. This is in 

contrast with multiple loop PI control system with steady state decoupling, in which 

the decouplers are in error and no facility available to automatically improve these 

values during control. 

10.3.2 Summary 

The experimental results have shown that the three control schemes all provided 

satisfactory control of the top tray and bottom tray temperatures. The IMD 1-STC is 

capable of producing better control than the multiple loop PI system as the 

experimental results show that the closed loop response of the latter is relatively slow. 

The IMDl-STC is also better than the IMD3-STC as the former gave a less oscillatory 

closed loop behaviour. Therefore, the IMD 1-STC is recommended for the dual 

composition control of the distillation column. 
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(4) Changes in the outflow flowrates and the composition of the products of 

the column should be smooth and gradual to avoid disturbance of 

downstream process equipment, so creating unnecessarily high 

pe1f01111ance control specifications for these units. 

11.2 Modelling of the distillation column: The validity of the column 

simulator 

The pilot scale distillation column used in this work has been interfaced with a 

real-time multitasking microcomputer System96 through an interface box called the 

Monolog. This arrangement, described fully in Chapter 4, is flexible in that the 

computer can be used to monitor simultaneously more than one pilot plant. It is 

appropriate for studying the dynamic behaviour and computer control of distillation 

columns. 

The arrangement is useful for testing the performance and screening control 

systems for industrial sized versions of distillation columns. One reason for this are 

the operational problems of the pilot plant distillation column itself. These include the 

inaccuracies in flowmeter measurements, flowmeter failure, difficulty in calibrating 

the heat input to the column with the digital signal from the computer and the inability 

to achieve satisfactory PI control of the reflux drum and reboiler drum liquid levels. 

These difficulties prevented the long term operation of the column, and made 

difficulties in modelling the column accurately, but they provided useful situations in 

which the robustness of the controllers could be tested. 

A non-linear dynamic model of the distillation column has been derived as 

described in Chapter 5. The model, called the column simulator, is based on mass, 

energy and equilibrium relationships. The assumptions made in deriving the column 

simulator included constant molar holdup, 90% tray efficiency, adiabatic conditions, 

and liquid holdups on the trays and in the reboiler and reflux drums are well mixed. 

The only significant dynamics in the model are due to the dynamics of the component 

balances of the liquid on each tray. 

The column simulator has been tested for validity with experimental data, as 
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discussed in Chapter 5. This model was considered adequate for use in the design, 

analysis and screening of control systems for use on the experimental column. The 

validity tests showed that the model adequately modelled the direction of the 

responses of the tray temperatures, but it exaggerated the speed of response and the 

process gains of the experimental column. 

In summary, the modelling and model verification exercises showed that an 

adequate non-linear model had been developed satisfactorily with only the tray 

composition dynamics and the dynamics of the reflux drum and reboiler drum liquid 

contents in the model for the pilot plant distillation column. 

The similarity in some of the observations made from the performance of the 

controllers on the column simulator and the pilot plant distillation column strengthen 

the confidence placed on the column simulator as a reasonable good model for the 

design, analysis and screening of control systems for the pilot plant. For example, 

the ISV-STC is capable of providing tighter control than the PI and PSV-STC 

controllers. This indicates that there is no need to improve the model if its purpose is 

for the design, analysis and screening of control schemes for the pilot plant 

distillation column. There are, however, several cases where the behaviour of the 

column simulator and the pilot plant differ significantly when under control, which 

indicate the need for improving the column simulator once the modelling aspects 

responsible for the differences are identified. Some such cases are the exeggeration 

of the speed of response and the gains of the column and the significant errors in the 

predicted values of the intial steady state values. 

11.3 The decoupling and disturbance rejection control scheme 

This controller is a linear multi variable controller that allows the specification of 

closed loop poles to obtain desired responses of the controlled outputs. The objective 

of the control scheme is to reject the effects of unmeasurable load disturbances on the 

outputs and provide setpoint tracking while simultaneously effecting dynamic 

decoupling of the closed loop system. The controller consists of a constant state 

feedback for load disturbance rejection and a constant precompensator for setpoint 
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tracking. The synthesis procedure for obtaining the state feedback and 

precompensator matrices, the number of poles that can be assigned to each decoupled 

input-output channel, and the procedure for computing the minimum number of state 

variables necessary to achieve complete decoupling, have been described in Section 

6.2. 

A linearised state variable model of the distillation column, obtained by 

linearising the column simulator, was used for controller design. In this model, the 

10 tray compositions and the compositions in the reflux drum and the reboil er drums 

were the state variables. The state matrix of this model is tridiagonally dominant, as 

is usual for a binary distillation column. Two cases were considered; one where it 

was assumed that the non-dominant terms should be considered to be zero and one 

where these terms were retained. For the case where the small terms were set to zero, 

a minimum number of 6 state variables were required to be fedback to achieve 

decoupling control. When the small terms in the off-tridiagonal where retained, then 

the synthesis procedure required that all the 12 state variables, the 10 tray 

compositions and the reflux drum and reboiler drum compositions, should be 

fedback. The calculated weighting in the state feedback matrix is small compared to 

the remainder (Table 6.3). To measure all the 12 state variables would be difficult to 

justify in practice since it means composition analysers would have to be located on 

each tray, which would be expensive to carry out for small benefit. The off-diagonal 

terms were therefore eliminated in order to test what would be more practical. 

The sensitivity of the results of the synthesis procedure to the small terms in the 

state matrix is an example of how small model errors can result in the requirement of 

an unnecessarilly complicated controller structure. It is necessary to identify such 

cases in practice so as to obtain a control system with a practical controller strncture. 

Results in Chapter 6 have shown that, for both cases considered above, when the 

controlled variables are the top tray and bottom tray compositions, two closed loop 

poles can be assigned freely in the controller. For these poles, each output was thus 

assumed to follow a first order response. 

With the small terms in the system matrix set to zero, the minimum number of 
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state variables which were required to be measured for feedback was affected by the 

choice of the controlled variables. With the distillate and bottom products 

compositions selected as the controlled variables, a minimum number of 4 state 

variables (1 st, 2nd, n-1 th and the nth state variables) were needed for feedback to 

achieve complete decoupling control. The coefficients of the state feedback matrix 

and the precompensator were quite large in magnitude, indicating that the controller 

may be very sensitive and may therefore result in large control actions and oscillatory 

behaviour or even instability of the distillation system, as discussed in Section 2.2.4. 

With the top tray and bottom tray compositions as the controlled variables instead, a 

minimum of 6 state variables were required to be fedback. This is a significant 50% 

increase in the number of measurements; a similar increase in the cost if each of the 

composition analysers costs the same. The coefficients of the state feedback matrix 

and the precompensator matrix were much smaller, however, than those for when the 

product compositions were the controlled variables. This indicated a controller that is 

less sensitive which should produce a more operable system compared to that where 

controlled variables are the product compositions. Simulation results on the linear 

model confirmed this, as is shown in Figure 6.1; the feedback controller obtained 

with the product compositions as the controlled variables always resulted in 

controller saturation regardless of the pole assignments; the controller with the end 

tray compositions as the controlled variables gave satisfactory results (see Figures 

6.2, 6.3 and 6.6). 

This is an interesting result, as it agrees with previously published results on the 

best choice of locations to take tray composition, or temperature, measurements in a 

distillation column for the control of the product compositions. The usual aim is to 

select locations where the corresponding tray compositions would show the 

satisfactory sensitivity to the control input to obtain the best possible quality of 

control. Several analysis such as those using techniques like the singular value 

decomposition (SVD) analysis (Yu and Luyben (137) and modal analysis (Levy et al. 

(74) and Shimizu & Mah (117)), and simple perturbation tests using models 

(Deshphande (168)), consistently show that measurements in the locations towards 
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the ends show are better choices than the product compositions. 

11.3.1 Load disturbance rejection 

The decoupling controller was unable to eliminate offset in the bottom tray 

composition in the presence of a feed flow disturbance. This was demonstrated by 

simulation on the linear model. This is consistent with the published results of 

Shimizu and Matsubara (113), who applied the method on a non-linear model of a 

10-stage binary ethylene-ethane distillation column. It also agrees with the results of 

Takamatsu et al. (130) who applied a state feedback controller based on the geometric 

approach of Wonham and Morse (178) to a non-linear model of a binary distillation 

system; the similarities between the disturbance rejection controller used by 

Takamatsu et al. and the state feedback decoupling controller used in this work have 

been mentioned in Section 2.6.4. 

Discussion of results in Section 6.4.1 has shown that the magnitude of the poles 

assigned should be made as large and negative as possible to minimise the effects of 

load disturbances on the controlled outputs. Increasing the magnitude of the poles 

also helps to further reduce the offset in the bottom tray composition caused by feed 

flow disturbance, and this is achieved with reduced control effort. The behaviour of 

the closed loop system under the decoupling controller is similar to the behaviour of a 

modal controller. As shown by Davison (30), maximising the eigenvalues of the 

closed loop of the modal controller, through increasing the diagonal elements of the 

state feedback of the modal controller, minimises the effect of disturbances on the 

state variables of the system. 

11.3.2 Combined feedback and feedforward compensation 

Feedforward compensation is widely known to be beneficial when the load 

disturbances can be measured because the major effects of the disturbances can be 

suppressed before they significantly affect the system. As discussed in Section 1.1, a 

combination of feedback and feedforward can be used in order to improve the quality 

of control, because, ideally, the feedforward would counteract most of the effect of 
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the disturbances leaving the feedback to provide residual control. 

In the case of the decoupling and disturbance rejection controller, state feedback 

alone cannot achieve the complete rejection of the effects of disturbance of the feed 

flow rate from the bottom tray, or bottom product, composition as has been shown in 

this work and in Shimizu and Matsubara (113). Shimizu and Matsubara suggested 

the use of a feed forward compensator, such as the compensator T f (Equation 6.11) 

in order to accomplish this objective. It was expected that the combination of state 

feedback and this feedforward compensator would improve the performance of the 

decoupling controller in the presence of feedflow disturbances. Simulations carried 

out to investigate this possibility showed otherwise. The feedforward compensator 

on its own was unable to remove completely the effects of either feed flow or feed 

composition disturbances from the outputs, as steady state offsets occurred in both 

cases (Figures 6.4 and 6.7 .). This demonstrates the mathematical derivation in Shah 

(207), and also stated in Shimizu and Matsubara (113), that the feedforward 

compensator will not suppress completely load disturbance effects if the number of 

state variables is more than the number of controlled outputs. 

The performance of the combined state feedback and feed forward compensator 

was even worse, particularly in the presence of feed composition disturbances 

(Figure 6.8) where saturation of the controller occurred. This clearly showed that 

there was no benefit to be gained for load disturbance rejection by combining the 

feedforward compensator with the state feedback controller of the decoupling and 

disturbance rejection controller. A possible explanation for the failure of this 

combination may be that adding the feedforward compensator to the state feedback 

causes the resulting controller to loose the decoupling properties which the original 

controller possesses. This occurs because the feedforward compensator is not 

designed to achieve decoupling control, but to simply reject disturbance effects from 

the outputs. 

11.3.3 Setpoint tracking 

The purpose of the G in the decoupling controller (Equation 6.1) is to equip the 
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controller with the ability to provide setpoint tracking. The precompensator is also 

designed with the objective of decoupling the system. As mentioned on Section 

3.3.1, a diagonal matrix K* is a direct function of the precompensator, and guidance 

on the choice of K* was not discussed by previous workers who have applied the 

technique. 

It was found in this work that a strong link exists between the values of the pole 

assignments and the appropriate values the diagonal elements of K* should have to 

achieve accurate setpoint tracking. The diagonal elements of K* must be chosen as 

K* = -M0 to avoid steady state offsets in the controlled outputs, where M 0 is a 

diagonal matrix with elements corresponding to the "leading" pole assignments 

(Sections 6.4.2 and 6.4.5). This is in contrast to the K* = I that could be concluded 

from previous work (eg. Takamatsu et al. (130), Shimizu and Matsubara (113), 

Power (209)) as discussed in Section 3.3.1. 

It was also found that K* = -M0 must be selected in the case where two closed 

loop poles were assigned for each output response, indicating that a different number 

of poles assigned would not dictate a different value of K*. This could not be proven 

algebraically as was demonstrated in Section 6.4.5, but it was confirmed by 

numerically solving for K* the steady state gain relationship between the setpoints 

and the outputs of the closed loop system (Equation 6.23). 

11.3.4 Robustness to non-linear effects 

It was necessary to test the robustness of the decoupling and disturbance rejection 

controller to non-linear effects, in order to ascertain whether the technique would 

perform satisfactorily on the pilot plant distillation column. This was first carried out 

by applying the controller to a linear state variable model obtained at steady state 

conditions different from the steady state condition used to design the controller. 

Large offsets in the top tray and bottom tray compositions resulted, when the model 

was subjected to feed flow disturbance (see Figure 6.9). The controlled system did 

not become unstable, which indicated some degree of robustness of the controller to 

the non-linear effects. 
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A more rigorous test of the robustness of the controller to non-linear effects was 

carried out by applying the controller to the column simulator, which has non-linear 

effects typical of those of the real column. In this case (see Figure 6.23), the 

performance of the controller was unacceptable as the manipulated inputs saturated 

even in the absence of load disturbances or setpoint changes. The cause of the bad 

performance of the controller on the column simulator was probably because the 

controller matrices had very large elements, so that even effects as small as computer 

roundoff on the process variables could result in small changes in the control inputs. 

This could bring non-linear effects into play and, therefore, poor controller 

performance. 

The poor performance of the controller in the face of non-linear effects is 

consistent with the discussion in Section 2.2.4, that neglecting model uncertainties in 

controller design can lead to a controller which may be inoperable in practice. The 

model uncertainty in the case under discussion is due to.,.theneglecting~the non

linear effects of the column simulator, as the state variable model used for controller 

design is linear. It was also shown in Section 5.10 that the linear state variable model 

used for the controller design grossly underestimates the gains of the column 

simulator (Figures 5.14a and 5.14b), also predicts the possibility of a very sensitive 

controller (unduly large controller coefficients), as a feedback controller is an 

approximate inverse of the transfer function matrix of the plant which the controller is 

required to control (Section 2.2.5). 

The poor performance of the controller on the column simulator also contrasts 

with previously published results such as Shimizu and Matsubara (113). They 

applied the controller to a non-linear model of a 10 stage binary ethylene-ethane 

distillation column and their results demonstrate that the controller achieved its 

objectives. This showed that the controller is reasonably robust to the non-linear 

effects in the distillation column model. A similar conclusion can, however, not be 

reached in this work, judging from the poor performance on the column simulator 

even when no disturbances, except computer roundoff, were effecting the column 

simulator values. 
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The fast dynamic responses of the tray compositions of the column simulator 

may also be significant factor responsible for the poor performance of the controller 

on the column simulator. Rough estimates of the time constants of the tray 

composition responses in the column simulator show that they are of the order of 2 to 

4 seconds. This is very small compared with the time constants of the tray 

compositions of the distillation column model used by Shimizu and Matsubara (113), 

which range from 42 to 46 seconds. The poor performance of the control scheme on 

the column simulator and the acceptable performance of the control scheme on the 

non-linear model of Shimizu and Matsubara (113), is consistent with the well known 

fact (see Section 2.2.3) that a slower responding system is more robust to model 

uncertainties under closed loop control than a faster responding system. From the 

above arguments, it is expected that the decoupling and disturbance rejection 

controller would perform better on a non-linear model of an industrial sized version 

of the pilot plant distillation column, as the dynamic responses would be much 

slower. However, the poor performance of the controller in presence of non

linearities makes it unlikely that the decoupling controller would be a preferred 

control scheme over a PI control scheme, for example. This raises the question as to 

whether the pilot plant distillation column used in this work is useful for testing 

control systems for distillation columns. The pilot plant is useful in many respects. 

One is for testing control systems for small scale processes of similar scale as the 

pilot plant where, for example, the production rate is small but the value of the 

products are significant. Another is that any control system that operates satisfactorily 

and is robust under the operating conditions of the pilot plant is certain to operate 

reliably on an industrial scale version of the column which would have a much 

slower dynamic response. 

Judging from the simulation results on the column simulator, on-line application 

of the decoupling and disturbance rejection control scheme to the pilot plant 

distillation system was not practical. A linear state variable model of the column 

simulator is therefore not suitable for designing a multivariable controller of the form 

of the decoupling and disturbance rejection controller for use directly on the column 
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simulator, and is, therefore, unsuitable for controller design for the real column. This 

is unless a method is devised which compensates for the non-linear effects and other 

model uncertainties in the model at the design stage of the controller. This justify the 

need for an adaptive fom1 in order to make the method directly applicable on the pilot 

plant distillation column, and to non-linear systems with significant non-linear 

effects. These considerations were discussed in Section 6. 6. 

11.3.5 Comparison with PI control 

Simulation results on the linearised model show that for both load disturbances 

and setpoint changes, the decoupling and disturbance rejection controller offers great 

advantages over PI control. The decoupling controller provided faster closed loop 

responses, output responses which did not suffer from closed loop interactions, and 

the settling times of the closed loop system could be made much shorter without 

risking system stability by increasing the magnitude of the poles assigned. The 

exception is that the decoupling controller was unable to eliminate such offsets as the 

offset in the bottom tray composition from a feed flow disturbance, as it does not 

have integral action. In the presence of non-linearities, however, the situation is 

different as has been discussed above. The multiple loop PI controllers were able to 

provide stable control of the column simulator but the decoupling and disturbance 

rejection controller could not. There is therefore no benefit to be gained from using 

the decoupling controller rather than PI for the dual control of the product 

compositions of the column simulator, and also the pilot plant distillation system. 

11.3.6 Addition of integral and derivative modes in to the decoupling 

and disturbance rejection controller 

Integral and derivative modes were added to the decoupling and disturbance 

rejection controller by following analogy with conventional PI control. The integral 

mode equipped the controller with the ability to remove the offset which is caused by 

various effects such as feed flow disturbances on the bottom tray composition, non

linear effects and the wrong choice of K* in the precompensator. Each mode requires 
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only m extra differential equations to be solved so that tbe increase in computational 

overheads is small, where rn is the number of controlled outputs. The appropriate 

integral and derivative times were selected by classical design techniques such as the 

Cohen and Coon method used to assist the tuning of the conventional PI controllers 

applied in this work. Adjustment of the pole assignments of the controller adjusts its 

proportional action so that the appropriate integral time must be carefully selected in 

conjunction with the pole assignments. 

Tbe discussion of the results in Section 6.7 bas shown that the controller with the 

integral mode included is able to remove offset in the bottom tray composition due to 

feed flow disturbance and the offset due to the wrong choice of K*. As is expected 

when integral action is applied to a controller with proportional action only, the 

integral mode increased the sensitivity of the closed loop system as oscillatory closed 

loop responses were produced. The derivative mode was able to improve the 

robustness of the controller with integral mode, as is expected of a derivative mode to 

affect a proportional-plus-integral controller. 

The integral mode was unable to remove offset due to non-linear effects and, in 

fact, poorer performance resulted compared with when the original state feedback 

controller alone was used (see Figure 6.27). This has been attributed to two reasons, 

one is the greatly increased sensitivity of the closed loop system with the introduction 

of the integral mode, the other is the sensitivity of the original state feedback 

controller to non-linear effects as discussed earlier. These two factors combined to 

produce an inoperable control system in the presence of non-linear effects of the 

column simulator. 

The successful operation of the decoupling and disturbance rejection controller 

with the integral and derivative modes included is an interesting result. It 

demonstrates how the capabilities of rnultivariable controllers which have the form of 

a state feedback for disturbance rejection and a precompensator for setpoint tracking 

can be improved by following the simple approach used in this work to include 

integral and derivative modes into the control law. This has been achieved with 

minimal extra computational overheads in implementing the controller. The integral 
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and derivative times for each "control loop" can be selected independently using 

conventional SISO controller design techniques which are easy to use. 

11.4 The off-line Kalman filtering studies 

Estimation studies were carried out in off-line mode using experimental data 

obtained from the pilot plant distillation column. A Kalman filter which uses a linear 

state variable model of the column simulator was assessed for the purpose of 

estimating the tray compositions of the distillation column from available process 

measurements. The objective was to enable the indirect, or estirnator aided, control of 

the products of the pilot plant distillation column from measured values of some trny 

temperatures and inputs into the column. A total of 5 tray temperatures (1st, 2nd, 

7th, 9th and 10th tray temperatures) and 4 inputs (reflux flow, reboiler heat input, 

feed composition and feed flowrate) were supplied to the filter. 

The discussion of the estimation studies in Chapter 7 showed certain weaknesses 

in the Kalman filter. The filter produced unstable estimates of the tray compositions 

whose tray temperatures were not supplied to the filter. The estimates of the 

composition of the other trays tracked their true values, but the filter could not 

remove the biases in these estimates. This is a limitation to application of estimator 

aided control of the products of the distillation system since the filter must be able to 

remove biases from the estimates it produces for it to be considered practical for on

line application. 

The cause of these weaknesses is primarily the gross inaccuracy in the filter 

model used, as well as the long sampling interval of 30s. The model inaccuracies 

mainly stem from the filter model's underestimation of the gains of the column 

simulator which arises mainly from the neglect of non-linear effects of the column 

simulator. The linearised state variable is therefore also unsuitable as the filter model 

in a Kalman filter which is to be used in design of an estimator aided control policy 

for the distillation column. 

Extra tray temperature measurements and a more accurate filter model are 

required to combat these weaknesses of the filter. In the case of a more accurate 
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model, the column simulator would be a good choice. All these would, however, 

incur a considerable increase in program memory requirement and the filter execution 

time, both of which are already considerable. The time required to complete a filter 

cycle consisting of estimation and prediction of the state variables was 72 seconds 

with the 5 tray temperatures and 4 inputs supplied to the filter; this is more than twice 

the measurement sampling interval of 30s which is also the recommended control 

interval. 

The long filter cycle time, the considerable program memory requirement and the 

inability of the filter to produce stable and unbiased estimates of all the tray 

compositions, all prevented the on-line application of the Kalman filter. The estimator 

aided control of the product composition of the distillation column, using, for 

example, the EAFF of Daie (26), could therefore not be carried out. 

11.5 Evaluation of the self tuning controllers on the column simulator 

The single loop self tuning controller (SV-STC) and multiple loop self tuning 

controllers (MDl-STC, MD2-STC and MD3-STC), described fully in Chapter 8, 

were applied on the column simulator to assess their practicality for on-line 

application to the pilot plant distillation column. The self tuning controllers are simple 

in their design due to the assumptions made in their design. 

11.5.1 Single loop top tray temperature control 

The results in Section 9.3 has shown that the positional and incremental forms of 

SV-STC, PSV-STC and ISV-STC, gave significantly better regulatory and servo 

performances than the PI controller in the control of the top tray temperature. The 

PSV-STC improved on the IAE by 40% and the ISV-STC by 48% in the presence of 

unmeasured load disturbances (feed flow and feed composition disturbances) and 

setpoint changes. These improvements would, in practice, represent a significant 

reduction in the off-specification of the top product of the distillation column. The 

regulatory and the servo perfonnances of the ISV-STC was also shown to be better 

than the PSV-STC (Figure 9.5). 
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The circumstances under which each one of the single loop controllers, Pl, ISV

STC and PSV-STC, would be favoured for the other two would be different. If, for 

example, the products and the outflows of the column are required to change 

smoothly so as not to greatly disturb downstream processing units, the PI controller 

would be the most appropriate choice of the three because the closed loop response it 

provides is smooth and of first order type closed loop response. If closer control is 

required, and fast and large changes in the manipulated variables are acceptable, then 

either PSV-STC or ISV-STC would be more appropriate to PI; since the ISV-STC is 

clearly better than PSV-STC, it is the preffered choice. 

11.5.2 Simultaneous control of the top and bottom tray temperatures 

Multiple loop PI controllers performed satisfactorily in the face of large 

unmeasured load disturbances and to setpoint changes, but were slow in returning 

the outputs to their desired values. Simplified decoupling, using rough estimates of 

steady state decouplers obtained using steady state gains from the step response tests 

on the column simulator, deteriorated the dynamic responses of the controlled system 

for both setpoint tracking and regulatory control; the performance of the multiple loop 

PI controllers were usually degraded by more than 20% with the steady state 

simplified decouplers (see Table 9.3). Since the steady state decouplers were 

estimates and therefore in error, the significant degradation in the perforn1ance of the 

multiple loop PI controllers was not suprising, as the column simulator is a non

linear system. 

For either regulatory or servo control, the major benefit that is gained from using 

self tuning control (MDl-STC, MD2-STC and MD3-STC) is the much tighter control 

it offers compared with PI control, except for the case of PMD3-STC which was 

worse than PI. These improvements were more significant in the case of servo 

control than for regulatory control (see Table 9.3). Tighter control is, however, 

achieved with larger and faster control actions so that there is greater possibility of 

overshoot of the setpoint and oscillatory closed loop behaviour. 

The comparison of PMD3-STC and IMD3-STC show clearly the benefit of using 
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an incremental self tuning controller rather than a positional one. As explained in 

Section 9.4, the PMD3-STC does not provide decoupling so that interaction effects 

can be considered as unmeasured/unknown load disturbances. In Section 9 .1, it was 

shown, using a simple first order linear model, that a positional STC is not able to 

compensate adequately for unmeasured/unknown load disturbances as it relies on 

accurate estimates of the disturbance effects, while the incremental form does not 

suffer from such problems as the control law provides an implicit estimate of the 

disturbance effects. It is this characterstic of an incremental STC that is considered to 

be the main reason why IMD3-STC performed better than PMD3-STC in both servo 

and regulatory control of the column simulator as was shown in Section 9.4. 

11.5.2 The performance of the parameter correction methods 

Self tuning control has been shown to offer significant benefits in the control of 

the column simulator. There was, however, a risk that some of the estimates of the 

controller parameters could attain bad values if, for example, insufficient excitation of 

the closed loop system resulted. As discussed in Section 2.9.7, this is a limitation to 

the application of adaptive control to steady state chemical processes, since at or near 

a steady state variation of the process variables would be relatively small. The 

problem would become more severe as the number of parameters that need to be 

estimated increases, since then stronger conditions of excitation are required. 

When the estimates of the controller parameters attain bad values, poor controller 

performance or even instability of the closed loop system may result. An example of 

such as case was demontrated using IMDl-STC for servo control (Figure 9.28). 

Attempts were made to improve the performance of the IMD 1-STC in these situations 

by the inclusion of the simplified parameter correction (SPC) and the parameter 

correction (PC) methods, both of which are variants of the algorithm suggested by 

Ossman and Kamen (94), as desribed in Section 8.3. The objective of each method is 

to force the estimates of the controller parameters into known bounds where it is 

known that acceptable control would result. 

Simulation experiments were designed to assess the benefits that these two 
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correction algorithms could offer in two situations: 

) -1 
a one where the bounds of only the two diagonal elements of 6 (z ) were 

specified, and 

b) one where the bounds of all the four G(z-
1
) elements were specified. 

Rough estimates of the bounds of the parameter estimates were chosen to 

represent the fact that the column simulator is a non-linear system so that the values 

of these parameters are, therefore, not accurately known. The width of the bounds 

were chosen to be wide to reflect these uncertainties (see Table 9.4). In both cases, 

the SPC method offered great improvements in the perfom1ance of IMD 1-STC (see 

Table 9.5) with the improvement being higher for the second case. The PC method, 

on the other hand, gave a poorer performance (a 65% deterioration in the IAE) for the 

first case and an improvement of 20% in the second case, but even this improvement 

was much lower than that obtained when the SPC was used. The PC could not offer 

better improvements because, after the initial period of effective correction of the 

parameter estimates, the magnitude of the covariance matrix became very small 

giving negligible correction. This is a limitation in the application of the PC, a 

limitation that could be remedied by devising a means to maintain a large enough 

covariance matrix in the estimation algorithm to ensure effective correction at all 

times. An example of such a method was demonstrated (Figures 9.38 and 9.39) 

using a variable forgetting algorithm in Equation 9.3 that keeps the trace of the 

covariance matrix at a required level. 

The improvements obtained by combining the SPC with IMDl-STC in the 

situations discussed above demonstrate the promise of the approach of adding a 

parameter correction algorithm in the estimator of a self tuning control algorithm. It 

confirmed that the SPC is a useful way of preventing the controller parameters from 

converging to wrong values and so retain satisfactory controller performance. As 

significant improvements were obtained even when the bounds of only the two 

diagonal elements of 6 (z- l) were specified, the conjecture made in Section 3.3.3 is 

also validated. This is that, when the problem of parameter estimates attaining bad 

values arise, it is possible to force only a subset of the parameters of the self tuning 
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controller to their correct ranges and still retain satisfactory and robust controller 

performance. 

11.6 Computer control of the pilot plant distillation column 

Single loop top tray temperature control was successfully carried out on the 

experimental distillation column using PSV-STC, ISV-STC and PI control. The 

results demonstrate the capabilities of these algorithms on a real system and they 

support some of the observations made from the simulation studies. One of these is 

that the ISV-STC gives faster closed loop response and is capable of providing 

tighter control than both the PI and the PSV-STC. Also the parameter estimates of the 

ISV-STC changed significantly after setpoint and load dsiturbance changes. The 

performances of the multiple loop PI, IMD3-STC and IMD 1 -STC were also 

evaluated on the pilot plant. The results demonstrate that the IMD3-STC would not 

be preferred to the other two for the dual composition control of the pilot scale 

distillation column since control loop interactions caused significant oscillatory 

behaviour of outputs. The IMD 1-STC, which provides decoupling of the control 

loops, also gave oscillatory responses of the outputs but was much better than IMD3-

STC as the oscillations diminished quickly compared with that of IMD3-STC. On

line experiments also demonstrated the poor behaviour of the multiple loop PI 

controllers when steady state decoupling was included. On the basis of the 

experimental results, it was concluded in Chapter 10 the ISV-STC should be used for 

single loop control and IMD-STC for multiple loop control. 

The time required to complete each self tuning control cycle consisting of data 

logging, controller parameter estimation and the calculation of the controller output, 

was usually between 12 and 15 seconds; the corresponding time was usually about 8 

seconds for PI control. These times are within the sample time of 30 seconds, so that 

control actions were always effected well inside the interval. There is, however, a 

significant delay compared to the- ideal of control action occurring at the sample 

instant. This delay did not appear to limit significantly the performances of the 

controllers. The controllers have also been shown to be robust against saturation of 
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the reflux control input, particularly in the case of IMD3-STC in Figure 10.23, where 

saturation occurred several times in the duration of the experiment. 

In summary, although the computational requirements of the self tuning 

controllers are significantly larger than for PI, the self tuning controllers were reliable 

and robust to control input uncertainties and controller saturation. They have been 

demonstrated to be able to give tight control of the products of the distillation column 

as well as adapt to very large disturbances on the pilot plant column. 

11.8 Summary of conclusions 

The following conclusions can be drawn from this work: 

1) The pilot plant binary distillation column interfaced with a real-time multi

tasking microcomputer (System 96) is suitable for studying the dynamic 

behaviour and computer control of distillation columns. The column had 

some operational problems such as the frequent failure of flowmeters and 

the reflux flow vale failure, which are typical of an industrial environment 

and, therefore, suitable for testing the robustness and reliability of control 

systems 

2) A non-linear model of the pilot plant distillation column has been derived 

based on mass and energy and vapour-liquid equilibrium relationships. 

The model satisfactorily reflect the open loop and the closed loop 

behaviour of the real column under PI and self tuning control in several 

situations. The model has been useful in the design, analysis and screening 

of control systems for the real column. 

3) A disturbance rejection and decoupling control scheme which is a state 

variable feedback control technique based on a linearised model of the 

column simulator was designed for the column. The controller has been 

shown to be intolerant to non-linear effects of the column simulator and is 

therefore not viable for on-line application on the pilot plant. 

4) When applied on the linearised model of the simulator, the combination of 

the feedforward compensator of Shah (207) with the state feedback of the 
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decoupling and disturbance rejection controller results in poor control for 

load disturbance rejection. 

5) It has been established in this work that, in the decoupling and disturbance 

rejection controller, K* = -M0 must be satisfied in order to avoid steady 

state offsets when using the controller for setpoint tracking. 

6) Integral and derivative modes have been successfully added to the 

decoupling and disturbance rejection control scheme by analogy with 

conventional PI control. The integral and derivative times are easy to 

choose using simple classical controller design techniques as guidance and 

the added computing effort is minimal. The integral and derivative modes 

can be readily added to controllers having the same form (state feedback 

and a precompensator) as the decoupling and disturbance rejection 

controller. 

7) Extensive simulated and experimental studies confirm that self tuning 

control offers significant improvements over PI control for both single 

temperature control and dual temperature control of the distillation column. 

These improvements are in terms of increased speed of response, tighter 

control and better adaptation to changes in operating conditions. 

8) The SPC algorithm is a simple approach to preventing the controller 

parameters from attaining bad values and so causing bad control in an 

adaptive control system using a recursive parameter estimation technique. 

Simulation results on a non-linear model of the distillation column using 

the implicit form of self tuning control have shown that SPC offers 

significant improvement even when only two of the controller parameters 

were prevented from attaining bad values. 

11.9 Recommendations for further work 

The areas were work is suggested for further research are as follows: 

1) In the case of the disturbance rejection and decoupling control scheme, 

more work is suggested to establish that K* = -M0 for linear multivariable 
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systems on which the decoupling and disturbance rejection control scheme 

can be applied. 

2) An adaptive form of the decoupling and disturbance rejection control 

scheme should also be devised in order enable the approach to be applied 

directly to non-linear systems. This would increase the possibility of 

applying the control scheme directly to the non-linear distillation column 

used in this work, and to non-linear systems in general. 

3) The Estimator Aided Feedforward (EAFF) control scheme of Daie (26) 

should be tested on the column to verify the improvements obtained by 

Daie by simulation. The performance of the Kalman filter in estimates of 

the tray compositions should be improved and the computational 

requirement of the Kalman filter should be reduced to enable on-line 

application to be practical. As mentioned in Chapter 7, the model reduction 

procedure of Cho and Joseph (17, 18, 19) could be used to reduce the 

equations of the column simulator and therefore reduce the order of the 

Kalman filter in the EAFF scheme. These workers have shown that it is 

possible to reduce the non-linear equations of a distillation column model 

by a factor of 4 and the reduced model would still retain reasonably good 

accuracy. A faster more powerful microcomputer than the System96 is 

also needed for increased computational speed such that the filter cycle 

time can be reduced significantly to well below the sampling interval of 30 

seconds 

4) The SPC algorithm has been applied in this work the implicit self tuning 

control algorithms where the controller parameters are estimated directly. 

The SPC method should be applied with an explicit form of the self tuning 

controllers where the system parameters are first estimated and the used to 

calculate the controller parameters. This would ascertain whether the SPC 

would offer similar impr:wements that were obtained in this work. 

5) The application of the simplified parameter correction, SPC, method is 

recommended to an experimental system were the number of parameters 
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are large and difficulty is encountered in estimating all of them. This would 

demonstrate if the algorithm offers improvements similar to the 

improvements obtained in this work by simulation on the column 

simulator. The use of the SPC to aid or speed up the initial tuning of self 

tuning controller parameters is also worthwhile investigating. 

6) As mentioned earlier in the thesis, the column was not operated for periods 

longer than 80 minutes at any one time due to practical problems on the 

pilot plant. Application of the self tuning algorithms, and indeed any 

control algorithm that is investigated, should be tested for longer periods 

of time, say 8 to 12 hours or even days, as such investigations will be 

more representative of industrial operation. This means the laboratory 

distillation process needs to be modified to be able to handle longer periods 

of operation. 
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II 

APPENDIX Al 

Flowmeter and control valve specifications; Functions of the Monolog 

software, Master. 

Al.1 Flowmeter and control valve specifications 

Al.1.1 Flowmeter specification 

Type Standard High Flow 

Electrical Specifications 

Power Supply 4.5 - 24 volts (de) 

Current Consumption 20 milliamps (max) 

Output Square wave pulse from open collector, TTL,CMOS and 

LSI compatible 

Output High supply (4.5 - 24 V (de)) 

Output Low l00mVType 

Frequency 24Hz at 10 1/hr 31 Hz at 301/hr 

52Hz at 20 1/hr 375Hz at 300 1/hr 

Accuracy 

Signal Reproductivity ±1% 

Sensor to sensor variations ±3% 

Linearity ±3% 
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II Type Standard High Flow II 

Mechanical Specification 

Weight 70grammes 

Construction Acetal body and rotor, 316 stainless steel shaft ceramic 

magnets. 

Metering principle velocity counter 

Flow range 3.0 - 100 1/hr 10 - 5001/hr 

Temperature range -25°C to +120°C 

Pressure drop 0 - 1 Bar 

Viscosity range 0.8 - 10 cSt 

Bursting pressure 30 Bar 

Operating pressure 10 Bar 

Flow direction Both One way as indicated 
I 
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Al.1.2 Control Valve Specifications 

Valve: Miniature Air-Operated Control Valve, 

'M' Valve for liquid Gases abd Steam in 1/4" and 1/2" pipes. 

Standard Specification 

Body Wrought 316 Stainless Steel 

Air Motor Housing Die-cast aluminium, Epoxy coated finish 

Bellofram Nitrile 

Packing PTFE Braided 

Connections NPT Screwed 

Stem/Plug/Seat All 316 Stainless steel 

MVO Closes with lack of air ( Used in this work**) 

MVC Opens with lack of air 

Working limits 350 bar without shock (at 20 °C); 200 °C 

Characteristics Linear with rangeability of 40: 1 

Pressure range 3 - 15 psig ( o.2 - lbar) for operation 

Connection 1/4 NPT; J trim, Cv max = 0.05, K v max 0.04 *** 

The current to pneumatic converter specification 

Type 100D microprocessor compatible digital to pneumatic converter. 

Pressure range up to 15 psig. 

Digital input 8 or 10 bit binary number, active 

Curent input 4-20mA 

Output 3 - 15 psig 
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Al.2 Functions of the Monolog 

The Monolog is a front end processors which recieves commands from the host 

computer, executes the command and reports results if appropriate. The description of 

the Monolog has been given in Chapter 4 Section 4.5. 

The Monolog commands are: 

1. Read and report analogue channels once 

2. Read and report analogue channels continuously 

3. Halt reading analogue channels 

4. Read digital port 

5. Set digital port 

6. Set analogue output 

7. Set floating point data format 

8. Set alarm reporting on digital input ports. 

Command 1. Read and report analogue channels once: The analogue readings are 

performed with a 16 bit precision AID conversion. Monolog adopts default values of 

parameters are not specified. The full command string to commence analogue readings 

is are 1, F, L, M, R, S, C, D, W. This command string may be truncated at any 

parameter and values not set assume default values. 

The parameters that can be set are as follows; 

Range Default 

F: First channel number 1 - 256 0 

L: Last channel number 1 - 256 0 

M: Mode of operation 0-14 0 

R: Range of readings 0-5 0 

S: Speed of operation 0 - 1 0 

C: Cycles of readings 1- 32765 1 

D: Delay between readings 0- 255 0 

W: Wait for synchronisation 0-2 0 

11 
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The F and L channels specify which channels are to be read sequentially. If L<F the 

tha channels will be scanned from F to 256, then from 1 to L. 

The mode, M, values of O - 14 have the following functions 

Mode Result in 

0 Skip channels ( returns code 2 x 10 + 1 
U ) 

1 DC voltage measurement, 0 - 10 volts microvolts 

2 Thermocouple type K oc 
3 Thermocouple type J oc 
4 Thermocouple type T oc 
5 Thermocouple type S oc 
6 Thermocouple type E oc 
7 PRT type PTlOO oc 
8 Cold junction temperature oc 
9 Resistance milliohms 

10 Strain gauge full bridge microstrain 

11 4 - 20 mA transducer % 

12 DC current microamps 

13 Voltage measurement LSBs 

14 DC voltage measurement millivolts 

The units given above are the engineering units that can be handled by Mono log 

The range parameter, R, applies to the range of voltage measured. The ranges are 

0 Autorange 

1 Fix last used range 

2 20mV 

3 150mV 

4 1.5V 

5 12V 

The speed parameter,S, denotes the speed of scanning the channels 

O 16 channels/ second - 16 bit resolution 

1 160 channels persecond - 12 bit resolution 
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A cycle count, C, from 1 to 32765 is permitted. The scan from F to L channels is 

repeated "C" times 

The delay, D, allows reading rate to be controlled over a range by inserting up to 

255 fixed increments of delay between each analogue to digital conversion cycle. The 

delay for each increment is given on the table below 

Resolution(bits) Delay increment (ms 

16 4.660 

12 1.379 

The wait facility, W, allows the Monolog to remain quiescent until a measurement 

cycle is initiated by a signal at TPI on the AID converter board. The modes are 

0 proceed with no delay between scans 

1 Commence scan on positive transition at TPI 

2 Read next channel on a positive transition at TPI 

Command 2. Read and report analogue channels continuously: The function of 

command 2 is to initiate an analogue scan sequence, report the values measured and 

then repeat. The full command string is 2, F, L, M, R, S, C, D, W, which are exactly 

the same as with command 1 except the 2. This command string, or a truncated form, is 

used for on-line applications on the column. 

Command 3. This terminates the read and report sequence of command 2. The 

format is 3; with no parameters. 
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Command 4. Read digital port: This command reads one* bit digital port 

Format : 4, n 

where n is the port number in the range 2 - 15. Port one is on the Single Board 

Computer in the Monolog and ports 2 to 15 are on General Purpose Interface (GPIF) 

parallel interface boards. 

Command 5. Set Digital Port : This command sets the output value of one 8 bit 

digital port. 

Format: 5, n, v 

where n is the port number range 1 to 15 and v is the value range Oto 255. 

Command 6. Set analogue output : This sets the output of a 12 bit digital to 

analogue (DIA) converter. 

Format : 6, n, v 

where n is the DIA converter port number range 1 to 4 and vis the value in the 

range 1 to 1023. There are 4 ports on each DI A converter card 

Command 7. Set floating point data format : This sets the resolution of the 

floating point data format. 

Format:7,n 

where n is the number of digits after the decimal point and ranges from Oto 7. The 

default is 2 and this was used in this work. 

Command 8. Set a port for alarm reporting : 

Formant: 8,n,v 

where n is the port number range 1 to 15 and v is the value of the port bits that 

require alarm reporting; range O - 255. 
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Al.2.1.How to use Master 

The Master is a subroutine written in 6809 assembler language and can be called 

from any user written Basic09 program. The calling format is 

RUN Master (function, status,device,path,errors,buffer) 

The function is the parameter corresponding to what the Monolog is required to do; 

status is the state of the Monolog hardware and device is the device descriptor; rulih is 

the input and output path through which data is retrieved and sent; errors report the 

errors encountered during operation; and buffer essentially holds the data acquired from 

the experimental column. Since the Monolog itself does not interact with the user, status 

and errors are the means by which an indication of the state of the hardware at any time 

can be known. 

The meanings of the parameters passed to the Master are as follows : 

function : integer variable 

Specifies the operation to be performed on the Monolog link 

The possible operations are as follows; 

Value of function Operation 

1 Open and initialise path number for link to Mono log 

2 Close link to Monolog 

3 Reset Monolog to a known state 

4 Send a command 

5 Send data 

6 Read Data 

status : integer variable 

Gives the last known state of the Monolog link after each request to Run Master. 

Status is set to zero at start of program execution and must not be modified by the user 

during execution. The possible values of this parameter are as follows; 
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Value of status Meaning 

0 Link to Monolog closed or not in use 

1 Link error has occurred 

2 Link open and initialised 

3 Monolog reset to known state 

4 Command sent to Monolog 

5 Data sent to Monolog 

6 Data read from Monolog 

device : integer variable 

Used internally by Master program to hold device data. It is set to zero at start of 

execution and must not be modified during execution of program. 

path : integer variable 

Used by Master program to hold the path number allocated for the link opened to 

the Monolog. It is set to O at start of program and must not be modified during 

execution. 
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errors : Integer variable 

This parameter is set whenever the Slave, Master or 0S9 detects an error during 

communication. Status is also set to 1 whenever an error is detected. 

Possible errors values in addition to the standard OS9 errors are 

I Values of errors 

0 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

Meaning 

No errors 

illegal function 

wrong number of parameters 

illegal command 

input time out 

no acknowledgement recieved 

buff er overflow on input 

no STX recieved 

data overrun on input 

command rejected 

wrong parameter type or size 

The input and output timeouts provided by the Monolog routines are limited in 

duration to a maximum of 1.5 seconds. Therefore, if the time taken for the readings 

exceeds this timeout it is neccessary to put a retry loop in the program that retrieves 

data. 
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buffer : string variable 

This is a variable length string buffer whose use and contents depends on the 

function requested. The possible contents for each function are: 

IFunction 

Open Link 

Reset Link 

Send command 

Send data 

Read data 

Close link 

Contents of buffer 

Contains text strings equivalent to the device name i.e: 

buffer := "/MO" 

Set to spaces i.e: buffer :=" ". 

Contains the text string representing the command to 

be sent to the Monolog. Each field separated by a single 

space character and terminated by a carriage return 

character 

i.e: buffer:= STR£(command) +"" + STR£(F) + 11 11 

+ STR£(L) + II II+ STR£(M) + II II+ STR£(R) + II II 

+ STR£(S) +" " CHR£(13) 

Minimum size of buffer= 2 bytes 

Maximum size of buffer= 32 bytes 

Not yet available 

Contains the data recieved in text string form with each 

value seperated by a single space and terminated by a 

carriage return. The data recieved is dependent upon the 

last command sent. 

Set to spaces i.e : buffer = " " 

More details on the Mono log can be found in the Monolog user manual ( 40) I 
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Al.2.3 Functions of the programs for on-line data logging and control 

Module 

Get-Data 

Log-New 

Drive-Valve 

Valve-out 

Function 

Retrieves process measurements from the experimental 

rig through the Monolog using Master. 

Main program for data-logging and storage. Calls 

Get-data 

Uses user information to send control actions to the 

column 

Implements the control actions in Drive-Valve 

Al.3 The startup and shut down procedures of the column 

Al.3.1 Process Startup 

1) Switch on mains power and power supply to the computer, Monolog, and the 

instrumentation of the column. Open air supply from the compressed air in the 

department and ensure air supply to the control valves is 20 psig by adjusting the 

pressure regulator. 

2) Open cooling water supply for the condenser and the heat exchanger for the 

cooling of the bottoms. 

3) Fill up a feed tank with TIT liquid mixture of required composition and ensure 

the mixture is well mixed in order that constant feed composition is maintained 

during operation, as composition analysers were not fitted on the column. 

Mixture between 30/70 %w/w to 50/50 %w/w were usually used. 

4) Load all the necessary data acquisition programs, including user written real

time programs like Log-New-store for storing step response data. Ensure enough 
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memory space in the floppy disk is available for data storage. A typical set of data 

stored at each sampling interval is shown on Table 4.5. The measurement 

sampling interval used was always 30 seconds 

5) Run the program Log-new which displays information on the VDU 

6)Fill the reboiler drum with feed to required level. Switch on the firerod heater to 

required setting. Heat input of between 0. 7 and 1.25 KW was usually used. As 

vapour is produced the reboiler liquid level readings will initially rise due to the 

effect of increased pressure at the base of the column from vapour entry. 

Experience showed the the extra height indicated within the range is around 8cm 

± 2cm, and this is subtracted from the readings supplied to the computer. The 

column is charged with more feed as more liquid is vaporized to ensure the liquid 

level stays within range. 

7) When enough liquid has been condensed in the reflux drum, the column is then 

operated at total reflux for about 10 to 15 minutes. The feed valve is then opened 

to deliver the required feed flow into the column, the distillate valve is opened and 

usually set at 40% opening, and two position control of the reboiler liquid level is 

introduced ( high opening 60% low opening 10 % ). 

8) After steady state, or near steady, is reached, usually around 20 minutes, then 

step response tests or control studies can commence. 

Al.3.2 Process Shutdown 

1) Switch of firerod heater and then all the delivery pumps 

2) Switch off air supply to the valves 

3) Switch of Monolog and The computer 

4) Switch off cooling water supply after 30 minutes 

5) Allow the contents of the reboiler to cool down to around 30 °C, usually about 3 

hours. 

6) Open air supply to the valves and pump out the liquid to the product or storage 

tank. 
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7) Switch off are supply and the pump 
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APPENDIX A2 

Functions of the program modules of the steady state and the dynamic 

model of the distillation column 

Appendix A2.1 Software for the steady state simulation of the binary 

Trichloroetylene and Tetrachloroethylene distillation system using the 

method of Kinoshita et al.(45) 

Key Modules 

normalise XY 

vl-enth 

bubpt 

gauss-emcp 

model nr xallemv 

Simulate nr xallemv 

Functions 

Normalises the liquid or vapour compositions 

Computes the vapour and liquid enthalpies 

performs the bubble point calculations to determine 

equilibrium temperature 

performs Gaussian elemination withmaximal pivoting 

algorithm given in Burden et. al. (56) to solve 

- J ox r = r for ox 
key module that formulates the equations for the steady 

state simulations 

main calling program; accepts initial values, computes 

the jacobian matrix, finds the damping coefficient and 

outputs information to the VDU and files. 
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Appendix A2.2 Software for Dynamic Simulation of the distillation 

column 

Key Modules 

Dynmodel 

vapour 

bubpt 

input-data 

lamda 

dens 

enth 

Functions 

performs the dynamic simulation 

calculates vapour and liquid enthalpies, and the vapour 

and liquid flow inside the column 

performs bubble point calculations to obtain equilibrium 

tray temperatures on a tray 

obtains input data from a file. 

computes latent heat of vapourisation of binary mixture 

computes density of mixture 

computes enthalpy of pure liquid. 

The computer programs for both steady state and dynamic models were written 

using mass fractions of the vapour and liquid compositions rather their mole fractions. 

The equations as presented above are presented in form of mole fraction to avoid 

confusion. The necessary conversions from mass to mole fractions and vice versa 

were done in the computer programs. 

A2.2.1 Settings for PI and PID controllers using the Cohen and Coon 

equations (Stephanopoulos (116)) 

The setting are based on the assumption that the process is first order with a dead time g 

in Laplace domain, as 
-'tdS 

G(s)=Ke /('tps+l) 

K process gain, 'tp is process time constant and 'td is the process time delay 

PI 

Kc= (0.9 + tctf(12-rp))'tp/(K'td) 

-ri = ti30.0 + 3-rd/'tp)/(9 + 20-rd/'tp) 
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PID 

Kc== (4/3 + 'td/(4'tp))'tp/(Ktd) 

'ti == td(32.0 + 6tctftp)/(13 + 8tctftp) 

'tD == 4 'td /(11 +2td/'tp) 

Kc is the controller gain, 'ti is the integral time and 10 is the derivative time 

The PID controller in contrinuous time form is 

1 de(t) 
( t J u = Kc e(t) + 'ti J

O 
e(t)dt + 'tDcit 

where e == y s - y. They is the controlled output and the s denotes setpoint. 

To implement the controller by computer control the control law above must be represent 

discrete form of in form of difference equation. First order differencing is assumed in this \ 

In this case the PI control law is 

( 
flTc i~k e(k)-e(k-1) J 

u(k) = Kc e(k) + 7 LJ e(i) + 10---
1 i=O flTc 

where k is the sampling instant. This equation is the positional form of the PI as 

u == um - u0 

where the subscripts m and O denote measured and initial values. The velocity 

algorithm of the discrete PID controller is obtained by subtraction of the control law at 

k-1 from the law at k. This gives 

( 
~Tc e(k) - 2e(k-1) + e(k-2)) 

fl 1 u(k) = Kc e(k) - e(k-1) + -. e(k) + 10-------
11 fl Tc 

where ti1u(k) = u(k) - u(k-1) 
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A2.3 Matrix manipulation modules in Basic09 

Module 

invec(r,x) 

scavec(r,sca,x,y) 

veceq(r,x,y) 

veclen(r,x, val) 

vadsub(r ,iflag,x,y ,xy) 

max _ elm(r,x, val) 

max _ elms(r,x,y ,val) 

vectvec(r,x,y, val) 

vecvect(r,c,x,y ,a) 

inmat(r,c,a) 

iden(id) 

scamat(r,c,sca,a,b) 

mateq (r,c,a,b) 

matps(r,c,a,at) 

madsub(r,c,iflag,a,b,c) 

matmul(r,c,ip,a,b,c) 

matvtrs(r,c,x,a,c) 

matmod_inf(r,c,a,val) 

matmod_2(r,c,a,val) 

diaadd(r,a,b,c) 

Function 

initialise x entries with zeroes 

multiplies x by scalar sea, y = sca.x 

equates vectors, y = x 

returns val which is 2-norm of x 

adds and subtracts vectors; xy = x + y if iflag = 1; 

xy = x - y if iflag =-1. 
returns maximum element in x, val = max(x(i)) i = 1 tor 

returns val which is a vector with the maximum 

elements of corresponding x and y entries; 
val(i) = max(x(i),y(i)) i = 1 tor· 

T 
returns val = x y 

b 
. T 

returns r y c matnx a, a= x.y 

initialises matrix a with zero entries 

returns identity matrix, id. 

multiplies matrix a by a scalar sea, b = sea.a 

equates matrices, b = a 

transposes a to give at, at is c by r matrix 

adds and subtracts matrices; c = a + b if iflag = 1; 

c = a - b if iflag=-1 

product of two matrices, c = a.b where a is r by c, b is 

c by r, and c is r by ip. 

1 . 1· . b T T premu tip 1es matnx a y vector x , c = x .a 

returns val = infinite norm of matrix a. 

returns val = 2-norm of matrix a. 

adds diagonal element of a to diagonal elements of b to 

give new b returned as c. 
n n 

mat_multiple(r,c,n,a,c) computes a ; c = a . 

matinv _par(a,r,path) matrix inversion of a square matrix a, an r by r matrix; 

returns inverse as a. Method used is the maximal pivotal 

strategy given in Carnahan et al. (72) 

Key : r, c, ip denote row, column and column of a matrix. Bold letters represent 

vectors and matrices. 
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APPENDIX A3 

Appendix A3.1 Software for the synthesis and implementation of the 

Decoupling and Disturbance Rejection Control scheme 

I Program Module 
dee-index 

ah-star 

DEC-CSVFBPMS 

Collect-matr 

Calc-Kstar 

DCOL-ABDEC 

SIMUL-ABDDEC 

Function 
Computes the decoupling indices di 

Computes A* and B * 

Accepts the pole assignments. Computes the constant 

gain feedback matrix, F, and the precompensator, G. 

Computes H which indicates the minimum number of 

state variables and the state variables themselves using 

the procedure of Takamatsu and Kawachi (129). 
Computes the feed forward compensator T f from the 

relationship T f = - (BT Bf 1 BT D 

Computes the matrix K* for use in setpoint tracking 

from using the relationship 

C (-(A+ BF))- 1B(B*f 1K* = I. 

Sumulates the dynamic behaviour of the distillation 

column described by dx/dt = Ax + Bu + Dzd and 

implements control action u = Fx + Gw at specified 

frequency. 

Main calling program. It calls DCOL-ABDDEC 

and introduces the sequence of disturbances specified 

by the user. 

** Note: In the synthesis package for the Decoupling and Disturbance Rejection 

controller, the matrix inversions were done using the maximal pivotal strategy given 

in Carnahan et al.(72). 
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A3.2 On the formulation of Equation 2.18 in Chapter 2. 

The relationship in Equation 2.18 in Chapter 2 is not presented as was presented 

in Shimizu et al. (189). From Equatiuon 2.16 the control input for an IMC controller 

is 

u = Gc(y s - d) 

with Ge= Gp-
1
. The Gp= VQWT from SVD analysis in Equation 2.10; the V and W 

are unitary matrices so that WT= I and WW T = I, where I is the identity matrix. 

According to Shimizu et al., substituting Gp into the control law gives 
-1 T 

u = VQ W (y s - d). 

This representation is wrong since must VQ - 1 WT VQW T # I. The correct representation 

is 

as was presented in this thesis, Equation 2.18 in Chapter 2. This is because 

WQ - lVTVQWT = I. 
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APPENDIX A4 

A4.1 Modules that perform the Kalman filtering 

Module 

trans matrix 

mes matrix 

temp_deriv 

pkk_l 

pkk_2 

kalman 

main kalman 

Function 

forms the transition matrix 

forms the linearised measurement matrix 

form the derivative of temperature with respect to 
. . .: . dTj 

compos1t1on, 1or a tray; 1t computes~ 
uXJ 

Computes error covariance matrix .E(k+l,k+ 1) 

Computes error covariance matrix .E(k + l ,k) 

implements the Kalman filtering algorithm; each call to 

kalman performs a filter cycle. 

main calling program; initialises arrays and vectors, gets 

initial state estimates and covariance matrices and calls 

kalman for each filter cycle 
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APPENDIX A5 

A5.1 The Square Root algorithm for updating the covariance matrix 

(Kiovo (70)) 

T 
P(t+l) = S(t+l)S (t+l) 

J 
f. = L S(t)• ·0(t-k), 
J . lJ I' 

1 = 1 

0, 

1,J = 1, ...... p 

j =1, ....... p 

j = 1, ·······P 

1 = 1, ....... q 

if i > 1 

( \j denotes the ij-th element of the matrix, p is the dimension of the data vector, u 

is the forgetting factor and k is the time delay in terms of the number of sampling 

intervals. Note that variable forgetting factor can easily be incorporated in the 

algorithm. This approach has been used in this work. 
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AS.2 Software used for implementing PI control and self tuning control 

on the column simulator 

Programs in Quickbasic on IBM-PC AT 

Key modules 

DYNMODEL 

STCONTROL 

STC 

Functions 

Simulates the dynamic behaviour of the column 

Estimates the self tuning controller parameters 

Calculates self tuning control actions 

Capabilities of the software package 

Implements positional and 1-incremental ( ordinary incremental) forms of SV

STC, MDl-STC, MD2-STC and MD3-STC on the basis of first order system. 

Incorporates moving average filter when incremental versions are implemented. 

Implements single loop PI top tray temperature control and simultaneous control 

of the top and bottom tray temperatures. 

Allows the choice of constant forgetting factor and the 3 variable forgetting factors 

methods given in Chapter 8. 

Specification of the reference model and setpoint filter time constant in minutes; 

only first order models allowwed. 

Allows the use of the parameter correction methods to modify a subset of the self 

tuning controller parameters. 

Specification of the control interval, time duration of experiment and the load and 

setpoint disturbance changes in form of square waves. 

Implements the parameter correction and the simplified parameter correction 

methods. 
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APPENDIX A6 

Description of the programs used for on-line control of the distillation 

column 

I Program 

POSTC 

KISTC 

PI-decouple 

Functions 

Self tuning control computer program. Implements 

positional SV-STC, MD 1-STC, MD2-STC and MD3-

STC 

Self tuning control computer program. Implements 

incremental SV-STC, MDl-STC, MD2-STC and MD3-

STC 

Implements sigle loop PI control, Multiple loop PI 

control (2 control loops) and multiple loop PI control 

with steady state simplified decoupling 
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